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Abstract

Compressing matter with shock waves produced by high-power lasers is a robust method for

achieving extreme pressures in sample materials of interest. However, a shock can only access

a single line in phase space, referred to as the Hugoniot, which is subject to certain conservation

relations. In order to explore off-Hugoniot states while still utilizing shock waves, this thesis

employs static (diamond-anvil cell) and dynamic (double-shock) precompression techniques to

study the phase diagrams of carbon dioxide and magnesium oxide, respectively. Carbon dioxide

samples were precompressed in diamond-anvil cells to tune the initial densities from 1.35 g/cm3

(liquid) to 1.74 g/cm3 (solid) at room temperature and were then shock compressed up to 1 TPa

and 93,000 K. Variation in initial density was leveraged to infer thermodynamic derivatives

including specific heat and Gruneisen coefficient, exposing a complex bonded and moderately

ionized state at the most extreme conditions studied. Magnesium oxide was precompressed

with a 150- to 250-GPa transparent shock wave prior to further compression with a 1- to 2-

TPa second shock. A plateau in temperature between 1218 and 1950 GPa was observed in the

second shock states due to latent heat of melting. This is the highest pressure to which any

material’s melt curve has been studied experimentally.
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temperature are measured. The three central second shock states are interpreted

to be on the melting curve of MgO due to a lack of temperature increase across

a large increase in pressure. Melting data from previous experiments are plotted

with small circles circles [9, 28, 29, 74, 121, 122], and B1-B2 transition data are

plotted with x’s [17, 74]. Dotted-dashed curves are previously predicted phase

boundaries [23, 74, 91, 96]. The solid blue curve is a prediction for the prin-

cipal Hugoniot [79, 96, 97], and the solid red curve (interpolated with dashed

red) is a prediction for the second shock Hugoniot from 275 GPa [79, 96, 97].

The core–mantle boundary conditions are plotted for Saturn [43] and 1–, 7.5–,

and 15–Earth-mass (ME) super-Earths [113]. The solid black curve is Simon-

Glatzel fit (Eq. 5.1) to the melting data in this work and the melting data from

Refs. [28, 29], with grey shading representing the uncertainty in the fit parameters. 80
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5.6 Melting data (a/b), theoretical melt curves (a), and melt curve fits for MgO (b).

Melting data [9, 28, 29, 74] and triple point theory [91, 96] are given in the

legend. Previous predictions for the melt curve of MgO are plotted in (a) with

dotted-dashed curves (red [91], purple [96], green [74], and orange [23]). Solid

curves in (b) are various Simon fits to the data and calculations as described in
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6.1 A comparison of melt curves of planetary materials. Diamond: experiment

(solid purple [33]). SiO2: experiment and extrapolation (solid and dotted

green [81]). MgSiO3: experiment (solid blue [39]), theory (dotted-dashed

blue [34]), and extrapolations (dotted blue). Fe: experiment (solid orange [63])

and theory (dotted-dashed orange [106]). FeO: experiment (solid yellow [35]),

extrapolation (dotted yellow [36]), and theory (dotted-dashed yellow [58]).

H2O superionic melt: experiment (solid pink [82]) and theory (dotted-dashed

pink [89]). The present experimental work on MgO (solid black, extrapolated

with dotted black) represents the highest pressure to which a melt curve has

ever been measured. The core–mantle boundary conditions are plotted for Sat-

urn [43] and 1–, 7.5–, and 15–Earth-mass (ME) super-Earths [113]. . . . . . . 87
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1 Introduction

High-energy-density (HED) physics is the study of matter at pressures exceeding one million

atmospheres (100 GPa, 1 Mbar). The unit of pressure is equivalent to energy per unit volume,

or energy density (100 GPa = 1011 J/m3). The energy density of a hydrogen molecule is ap-

proximately 1011 J/m3 [22]. At such pressures, forces on atoms and molecules are comparable

to their intrinsic quantum forces, and typically ‘incompressible’ materials will compress. This

fascinating regime exists at an intersection of plasma physics at very high temperature, and

condensed matter physics at very high density. Historically, plasma theory was developed to

treat ionized gases in the high temperature, low density regime; most densities in HED are too

high to be accurately described by plasma theory. Furthermore, the importance of ionization

and Coulomb interactions separates this regime from standard condensed matter physics [27].

Materials at HED are of unique interest to many fields, including planetary and stellar sci-

ence, fusion research, and weapons research. For example, the pressure at the core of Jupiter

is 7,000 GPa, while the pressure in an inertial confinement fusion hot spot reaches 10,000,000

GPa [87]. These extreme pressures can be achieved and studied in a laboratory setting. Some

twenty-first century facilities developed to study HED conditions include the National Igni-

tion Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, California; the

Z-machine at Sandia National Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico; and the Omega and

Omega EP Laser Systems at the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics in

Rochester, New York [87]. Fig. 1.1 demonstrates the location of HED in temperature-versus-

density space; a 1 Mbar contour represents the beginning of the HED regime. The conditions

attainable at the afore-mentioned HED facilities are labeled. The experiments described in this
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Figure 1.1: Figure from Ref. [22], demonstrating the high-energy-density (HED) regime

(shaded regions), the location of various astrophysical conditions, and the conditions attainable

at current HED facilities.

thesis, reaching pressures up to 2,000 GPa, were performed on the Omega and Omega EP Laser

Systems.

Various thermodynamic paths can be used to achieve HED in a material of interest in the

laboratory, including isentropic, shock, isothermal, or multi-shock compression. This thesis

employs shock and multi-shock techniques. A shock wave is a convenient way to produce HED

conditions because a shock front is subject to simple conservation relations, as discussed in later

sections. The locus of states attainable in a material with a single shock wave is referred to as

the Hugoniot. However, these conservation relations by definition limit the states one can study.

Figure 1.2 is a cartoon depiction of a generic solid-liquid phase diagram. By shock compress-

ing the material from ambient initial conditions, one can only achieve states on the principal

Hugoniot (black curve). In order to study off-Hugoniot states with shock wave experiments,

one may apply precompression techniques. In this thesis, static (isothermal diamond-anvil-cell)
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Figure 1.2: A cartoon phase diagram demonstrating states attainable with a single shock wave

(black, Prinicpal Hugoniot) as compared to states attainable through employing static (red,

isothermal) and dynamic (blue, double-shock) precompression techniques.

precompression techniques are employed to study off-Hugoniot states of carbon dioxide, while

dynamic (double-shock) precompression techniques are used to explore the melting curve of

magnesium oxide. The methods described in this thesis allow one to study states that lie off of

a material Hugoniot, whiles still taking advantage of the simple shock conservation relations.

1.1 Carbon Dioxide - motivation and previous work

Carbon dioxide is a simple molecular species with strong and stable chemical bonds at ambi-

ent conditions that exhibits complex phase transition behavior under increasing pressure and

temperature. The physical, chemical, and thermodynamic behaviors of simple molecules com-

prising H, C, O, and N at hundreds of GPa and thousands of kelvin are vital to unraveling

the dynamo, convective flow, and evolution of giant planets [12, 47, 100]. Additionally, CO2

is an important by-product of reacted chemical explosives and its polarity, conductivity, and
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diffusivity at high pressure dictate the reactive dynamics of these explosives [16, 110]. The

phase diagram of solid carbon dioxide has been extensively studied with heated diamond-anvil

cells (DAC’s) to 120 GPa, and demonstrates several complex phases [21, 31, 41, 42, 65, 119].

Shocked CO2 above 200 GPa was previously predicted to be a fully dissociated atomic fluid [6].

This thesis explores the fluid regime of CO2 up to 1,000 GPa and uncovers evidence that com-

plex bonding behavior still exists in CO2 at unprecedented pressures.

Figure 1.3: Previous experimental (pentagons [124], circles [92], squares [85], diamonds [90])

and theoretical (density-functional-theory [DFT] is dotted-dashed [5], Livermore equation of

state [LEOS] is dashed [118]) work on shocked CO2. The initial density of all data and curves

is given by the color bar. The regime of the present study is indicated.

Previous shock-wave data on initially liquid CO2 (ρ0 = 1.17 g/cm3) up to 71 GPa [85,

92] (Fig. 1.3, blue cirlces, squares) reveal a deflection in the Hugoniot above 30 GPa, which

was attributed to the onset of molecular dissociation or polymerization. Shock-wave data on

initially solid CO2 (ρ0 = 1.45 g/cm3) [124] 1 (green pentagons) extend to 63 GPa and do not

exhibit a slope change corresponding to molecular bonding changes. More recently, dynamic

1Zubarev and Telegin [124] report two different initial densities for their solid CO2: 1.45 and 1.54 g/cm3. Cited in

Schott [92] are “verbal inquires and replies conveyed through C. L. Mader and A . N. Dremin, ca. 1983” that confirm

that 1.54 g/cm3 is a misprint, and the initial density of the data published by Zubarev and Telegin is 1.45 g/cm3.
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compression experiments at the Sandia Z Facility (blue diamonds) measured the Hugoniot of

liquid CO2 (ρ0 = 1.17 g/cm3) to 840 GPa [90], which was found to compare well with ab initio

calculations. Current theoretical predictions [5, 118] disagree on the compressibility of shocked

CO2 between 40 and 400 GPa (dotted-dashed and dashed curves).

This work uses precompression and laser-driven shocks to explore the CO2 equation-of-

state (EOS) over a wide range of pressures and temperatures, extending to 1 TPa (10 Mbar) and

93,000 K (8 eV). CO2 was precompressed to densities between 1.35 and 1.74 g/cm3 in DAC’s,

attaining both liquid and solid initial states, and was then shock compressed. The temperature–

pressure–density–internal energy (T, P, ρ, E) EOS and optical reflectance (R) at 532 nm for

these shocks were obtained with a velocity interferometer and an optical pyrometer. These data

map a broad range of states from which thermodynamic derivatives were inferred, including the

specific heat (cv) and the Gruneisen coefficient (γ). This work additionally reports isentropic

sound speed of shocked CO2, and the mechanical behavior of CO2 under reshock.

Combining these new data with previous results and theoretical calculations [6] reveals a

rich and complex phase diagram for CO2. The shocked fluid exhibits at least three linear slopes

in the shock velocity versus particle velocity plane; this may indicate three distinct phases, or

two phases with a transition region. Optical reflectivity measurements reveal an insulator-to-

conductor transition between 100 and 200 GPa with a carrier density of roughly 0.3 e−/atom.

The observed trend in specific heat suggests a complex bonded fluid with increasing molecular

degrees of freedom up to 1 TPa, inconsistent with the behavior expected for an atomic fluid.

1.2 Magnesium Oxide - motivation and previous work

Magnesium oxide (MgO, periclase) is an end-member of the (Mg, Fe)O magnesiowüstite min-

eral, a major constituent of the Earth’s lower mantle [64, 71]. It is likely present in the deep

interiors of gas giants such as Jupiter and Saturn and in rocky extra-solar planets known as

super-Earths [93, 109]. As an abundant component in planets, the physical properties of MgO

can influence planetary structure and evolution. The B2 phase (CsCl-type) of MgO is expected

to be abundant in the mantles of super-Earths and in the rocky cores of gas giants due to the

dissociation of MgSiO3-perovskite [109]. The melting of MgO could therefore be an important
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driver of thermal and chemical exchange in the mantles and the core-mantle boundary regions

of these planets [104, 108]. Recent works have invoked MgO exsolution from the cores of

Earth and other large rocky planets as a mechanism capable of powering a planetary magnetic

dynamo [2, 86]. Quantifying the melting behavior of MgO to the high pressures and temper-

atures of planetary interiors is therefore relevant to investigating a number of topical issues in

planetary science.

Figure 1.4: Previous experimental [9, 17, 28, 29, 74, 121, 122] and theoretical [96] work on the

melt curve and B1-B2 transition of MgO. This thesis measures the melt curve of MgO between

1,000 and 2,000 GPa, where no data previously existed.

The melt curve of MgO has been studied up to 40 GPa using laser- and resistance-heated

multi- and diamond-anvil cells [28, 29, 121, 122] (indicated by ‘Low pressure melt’ in Fig. 1.4),

and up to 650 GPa on the principal Hugoniot with decaying shock experiments [9, 74] (green

and blue circles in Fig. 1.4). Single shock waves can be used to study melting of a material to the

pressure at which the principal Hugoniot crosses the melt curve; however, different experimental

techniques are necessary to probe melting at higher pressures. For example, the melt curve of

SiO2 has been experimentally probed beyond the principal Hugoniot of common polymorphs

fused silica and quartz using single shocks in the high-density polymorph stishovite [81]. MgO
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has no stable high-density polymorphs; the NaCl-type B1 phase of ambient MgO has been

observed to be stable to hundreds of GPa in static-compression experiments [30]. A different

experimental technique was required in order to study the high-pressure melting behavior of

MgO. In this work, we apply the double-shock self-impedance match technique [45, 46] to

measure the melt curve of MgO to 2 TPa, the highest pressure to which any material’s melt

curve has been studied experimentally.
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2 Equation of State and Shock Waves

2.1 Equation of State

The equations of state are relationships that express intensive thermodynamic parameters (tem-

perature [T], pressure [P], and electrochemical potential [µ]) in terms of the extensive param-

eters (internal energy [E], entropy [S], volume [V], and number of particles [N]); intensive

parameters do not depend on the size of the system of interest. The equations are determined

by taking the differential of internal energy [11]:

(2.1a) E = E(S, V,N),

(2.1b) dE =
(∂E
∂S

)
V,N

+
(∂E
∂V

)
S,N

+
( ∂E
∂N

)
S,V

.

Intensive parameters are defined by these derivatives:

(2.2a) T ≡
(∂E
∂S

)
V,N

,

(2.2b) P ≡ −
(∂E
∂V

)
S,N

,
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(2.2c) µ =
( ∂E
∂N

)
S,V

.

Knowledge of the three equations of state, T (S, V,N), P (S, V,N), and µ(S, V,N), con-

stitutes complete knowledge of a thermodynamic system [11].

2.2 Fluid flow

The variation in the state of a moving fluid can be described in terms of its velocity u, specific

volume (v = V/m = 1/ρ, where m is total mass and ρ is density), specific energy (e = E/m),

and pressure as a function of position and time. Three differential equations govern fluid flow

and define conservation of mass, momentum, and energy.

The mass continuity equation states that the rate of change of density in a unit of volume is

equal to the flux of mass into or out of that volume unit:

(2.3)
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρu = 0.

The material derivative, D/Dt, where t is time, is defined by:

(2.4)
D

Dt
=

∂

∂t
+ u · ∇,

and describes the time rate of change of a fluid flow quantity as it moves in space. In terms

of the material derivative,

(2.5)
Dρ

Dt
+ ρ∇ · u = 0.

This is referred to as the continuity equation. Note that, for an incompressible flow, the

density is constant, and we are left with ∇ · u = 0. In the >100 GPa pressures in high-energy-

density experiments, liquids and solids are compressed and it is necessary to account for the

volume change.
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The second differential equation that governs fluid flow is Newton’s law:

(2.6) ρ
Du

Dt
= −∇P,

which can be combined with Eq. 2.3 to be expressed in the form:

(2.7)
∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇P,

which describes the conservation of momentum of fluid flow. Note that uu is an outer

product, i.e., a tensor of rank 2.

Finally, the third equation which governs fluid flow is the first law of thermodynamics:

(2.8)
De

Dt
+ P

Dv

Dt
= Q,

where Q is energy added to or removed from the system by external sources. Equation 2.8

can be expanded and combined with Eqs. 2.3 and 2.7 to describe conservation of energy:

(2.9)
∂

∂t

(
ρe+

ρu2

2

)
+∇ ·

(
ρue+ ρu

u2

2

)
= ρQ−∇ · (Pu).

Equations 2.3, 2.7, and 2.9 for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are all of the

form ∂ρY
∂t +∇·ΓY = SY . In other words, for some parameter Y (mass, momentum, or energy),

the change in the Y -density (ρY ) of a mass element is the result of the flux of Y (ΓY ) into and

out of that mass element, and external sources and sinks of Y (SY ) [27].

2.3 Acoustic waves

The Eulerian equations of continuity and motion (Eqs. 2.3 and 2.7) for a planar flow with

pressure P = P0 + ∆P and density ρ = ρ0 + ∆ρ become, respectively [120]:

(2.10a)
∂∆ρ

∂t
= −ρ0

∂u

∂x
,
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(2.10b) ρ0
∂u

∂t
= −∂P

∂x
= −

(∂P
∂ρ

)
S

∂∆ρ

∂x
,

where ∆P = (∂P/∂ρ)S∆ρ, as the thermodynamic path of a fluid element in a sound wave

is isentropic. Here, we have neglected second order terms under the assumption that ∆P,∆ρ,

and u are small.

By differentiating Eq. 2.10a with respect to time, we find:

(2.11)
∂2∆ρ

∂t2
= −ρ0

∂2u

∂x∂t
.

Similarly, differentiating Eq. 2.10b with respect to space yields:

(2.12) ρ0
∂2u

∂t∂x
= −∂

2P

∂x2
= −

(∂P
∂ρ

)
S

∂2∆ρ

∂x2
.

We define c2
s =

(
∂P
∂ρ

)
S

, and combine the above two equations to eliminate the velocity

cross derivative term:

(2.13)
∂2∆ρ

∂t2
= c2

s

∂2∆ρ

∂x2
.

This is a wave equation for the change in density, where the solutions are a function of

x− cst. Plugging ∆ρ = 1
c2s

∆P into Eq. 2.13 yields an identical wave equation for the pressure

change.

Differentiating Eq. 2.13 with respect to time gives:

(2.14)
∂3∆ρ

∂t3
= c2

s

∂3∆ρ

∂x2∂t
.

From Eqs. 2.10a, we find:

(2.15) −ρ0
∂

∂x

∂2u

∂t2
= −c2

sρ0
∂

∂x

∂2u

∂x2
.
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The wave equation for velocity follows directly:

(2.16)
∂2∆u

∂t2
= c2

s

∂2∆u

∂x2
.

Here, it becomes clear that cs is the propagation velocity of a sound wave.

Figure 2.1: The steepening of an acoustic wave into a shock [120].

Fig. 2.1(a) demonstrates this acoustic wave. Now suppose that u,∆P,∆ρ are no longer

small, and the nonlinear terms that we neglected earlier must be included. The non-linearity

leads to distortions in the wave profile, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b,c), a figure of velocity profiles

at different times. The speed of sound in this material can no longer be considered constant

over the pressure gradient produced in the material. The crests of the wave travel faster than the

valleys, because the crests are in a higher pressure region with a corresponding higher sound

speed. As this behavior continues, the wave ‘overshoots,’ as shown in Fig. 2.1(d), and the wave
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profile becomes multi-valued. However, this is not physical. In reality, a discontinuity called a

shock wave [Fig. 2.1(e)] is formed.

2.4 Shock waves

Figure 2.2: The piston depiction of a shock wave. If a material at initial pressure P0, density ρ0,

and energy E0 is compressed faster than its sound speed, a shock forms. The shock moves at

velocity us, while the material behind the shock moves with the piston velocity up. The shocked

state is given by P1, ρ1, E1.

Consider some material initially at rest (u = 0), with some initial pressure (P0), density

(ρ0), and internal energy (E0). Suppose a piston compresses that material at a rate faster than

its natural response time, or sound speed. The compression wave steepens into a shock. A shock

wave is a near-discontinuous increase in thermal and mechanical properties, including density,

pressure, internal energy, and temperature. As demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, the shock wave moves

through the material with some velocity us, the shock velocity. The material behind the shock

front is moving with some slower velocity up; this is referred to as the piston velocity, or particle

velocity. The material behind the shock front has some new state given by P1, ρ1, E1. The locus

of states attainable in a material through shock compression is called its Hugoniot. The states

of a material before and after a shock are related through conservation of mass, momentum, and
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energy, respectively, by:

(2.17a) ρ0us = ρ1(us − up),

(2.17b) P1 − P0 = ρ0usup,

(2.17c) E1 − E0 =
1

2
(P1 + P0)

( 1

ρ0
− 1

ρ1

)
.

These conservation equations are known as the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions and are used

to describe the relationship between shocked and unshocked material. They are obtained by

integrating the one-dimensional forms of equations 2.3, 2.7, and 2.9 from x0 to x1, taking the

limit as x1 − x0 goes to zero (as the shock front can be approximated as a discontinuity). For

example:

(2.18) lim
(x1−x0)→0

∫ x1

x0

(∂ρ
∂t

+
∂ρu

∂x

)
dx = ρ1u1 − ρ0u0 = 0.

We rewrite u0 and u1 in terms of the shock velocity and particle velocity (u0 = −us and

u1 = −[us − up]), and obtain Eq. 2.17a.

The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions can be used to define the mechanical equation of state

describing the locus of possible shocked states, P (ρ), or equivalently, us(up), which are re-

lated by Eqs. 2.17a and 2.17b. If the mechanical equation of state of a material is known and

the shock velocity is measured (using velocity interferometry), then the shocked state can be

determined. However, when studying materials of unknown EOS, the shocked state can be

determined by referencing to a material of known EOS with the impedance matching method,

described in Section 3.7.

A graphical representation of the Hugoniot in pressure versus density space and in tempera-

ture versus pressure space is shown in Fig. 2.3. Like many thermodynamic paths, the Hugoniot
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Figure 2.3: A graphical representation of the principal Hugoniot in pressure versus density

space (left) and temperature versus pressure space (right). The principal Hugoniot is the locus

of states attainable from ambient initial conditions P0, ρ0, T0.

is often marked by a plateau in temperature at a phase transition as energy is contributed to the

phase change [59]; this is not always evident in the pressure/density plane because the volume

change at a phase transition is typically small. However, the Hugoniot is not the path actually

traversed by material going from initial to final states, but a locus of possible final states. One

cannot obtain just any final pressure, density, and temperature with a shock wave; the final state

must satisfy the conservation relations described in Eqs. 2.17a,2.17b, and 2.17c. In this way,

shock experiments are limited. To attain states off of the principal Hugoniot, static and dynamic

precompression techniques are employed.

2.5 Dynamic Precompression: Double shocks

Dynamic precompression involves compressing a sample with a small shock wave to some first

shocked pressure, density, and temperature before compressing it again with a second, stronger

shock wave to some final state.

The piston description of double shock compression is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4. This is a

continuation of Fig. 2.2. Initially at rest, with pressure, density, and energy given by P0, ρ0, E0,
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a piston compresses a material at a rate faster than its sound speed. A shock front forms,

moving at velocity us, while the material behind the shock is moving at the particle velocity up.

The shocked state is given by P1, ρ1, E1 and must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation

relations given in Eqs. 2.17a, 2.17b, and 2.17c. The shocked material has a higher sound speed

than unshocked material.

Figure 2.4: The piston description of double shock compression.

Now suppose the shocked material is compressed at a rate faster than its new sound speed.

A second shock front will form, moving at velocity us2, while the material behind the second

shock moves at some velocity up2. The doubly-shocked state is given by P2, ρ2, E2. These

states must obey a second set of conservation relations given by:

(2.19a) ρ1u
′
s2 = ρ2(u′s2 − u′p2),

(2.19b) P2 − P1 = ρ1u
′
s2u
′
p2,
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(2.19c) E2 − E1 =
1

2
(P2 − P1)

( 1

ρ1
− 1

ρ2

)
,

where u′s2 = us2 − up1 and u′p2 = up2 − up1 in the laboratory reference frame, as opposed

to the reference frame of the singly-shocked material given above. Eventually, the faster second

shock will overtake the first. This is described in Section 3.7.3.

Figure 2.5: A cartoon depiction of a principal Hugoniot from initial conditions P0, ρ0, T0 and a

secondary Hugoniot from the first-shocked state P1, ρ1, T1 in the pressure versus density plane

(left) and the temperature versus pressure plane (right).

The states P2, ρ2, E2 lie on a secondary Hugoniot as depicted in Fig. 2.5. Double-shock

experiments allow one to study lower temperature states than single shocks at the same pressure.

Multiple shocks maintain lower temperature because the entropy increase across a sequence of

shocks is smaller than that across a single shock wave to the same final pressure [51]. This is

referred to as the triple shock entropy theorem.

2.5.1 The triple shock entropy theorem

The triple shock entropy theorem is given by [51]:

The entropy increase across a sequence of two shock waves is smaller than that across

a single shock to the same final pressure.
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The theorem corollaries are given by [51]:

Multiple shocks have a lower enthalpy, temperature, specific energy, and specific vol-

ume (higher density) than a single shock to the same pressure.

The proof given in Ref. [51] is as follows.

We begin by defining the Hugoniot function in the volume (V ), entropy (S) plane and the

equivalent in the pressure (P ), volume (V ) plane:

(2.20a) h(V, S) = E(V, S)− E0 −
1

2
[P (V, S) + P0](V0 − V ),

(2.20b) h̃(P, S) = h(V (P, S), S) = H(V, S)−H0 −
1

2
[V (P, S) + V0](P − P0),

where we have invoked the definition of specific enthalpy, H = E + PV . Solutions for the

Hugoniot occur when the Hugoniot function equals zero.

By invoking the following thermodynamic identities:

(2.21a) dE = −PdV + TdS,

(2.21b) γ =
−V
P

∂P

∂V
|S ,

(2.21c) Γ = V
∂P

∂E
|S =

V

T

∂P

∂S
|V ,

(2.21d) V dP = γPdV + ΓTdS,

where γ is the adiabatic constant and Γ is the Gruneisen coefficient, we find the following

differential:

(2.22)
∂h̃

∂S
|P =

(
1− Γ

2γ

P − P0

P

)
T,
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and the condition that ∂h̃∂S |P > 0 for P ≥ P0 and Γ ≤ 2γ.

Figure 2.6: A single shock and a double shock to the same final pressure P2.

Shown in Fig. 2.6 is a single shock to pressure P2, and a double shock to the same final

pressure P2. The energy equations from state 0 to 1, and state 1 to 2, respectively, are given by:

(2.23a) E1 − E0 =
1

2
(P0 + P1)(V0 − V1),

(2.23b) E2 − E1 =
1

2
(P1 + P2)(V1 − V2).

From these energy equations, we find:

(2.24) E2 − E0 =
1

2
(P1 + P2)(V1 − V2) +

1

2
(P0 + P1)(V0 − V1).
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The Hugoniot function for the entropy of state 2 from state 0 is given by:

(2.25) hS2(V ) = E(V, S2)− E0 −
1

2
[P (V, S2) + P0](V0 − V ).

Evaluating at V2 and plugging in for E2 − E0 yields:

(2.26) hS2(V2) =
1

2
(P1 + P2)(V1 − V2) +

1

2
(P0 + P1)(V0 − V1)− 1

2
(P2 + P0)(V0 − V2).

The fist term in Eq. 2.26 is equal to the area of the blue trapezoid in Fig. 2.7, the second

term is equal to the area of the red trapezoid, and the third term is equal to the negative of the

area of the green trapezoid. hS2(V2) is therefore equal to the negative of the area of the purple

triangle.

Figure 2.7: A graphical representation of the terms in Eq. 2.26. The first term is equal to the

area of the blue trapezoid, the second term is equal to the area of the red trapezoid, and the third

term is equal to the negative of the area of the green trapezoid. hS2(V2) is therefore equal to the

negative of the area of the purple triangle.

Note that, if state 2 in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 sat below the line defined by connecting states 0

and 1, then the area defined by hS2(V2) would be positive. However, that is non-physical. From

Eqs. 2.17a and 2.17b, and Eqs. 2.19a and 2.19b, respectively, we find:

(2.27a)
P1 − P0

V0 − V1
= ρ2

0u
2
s1 = ρ2

1(us1 − up1)2,
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(2.27b)
P2 − P1

V1 − V2
= ρ2

1(us2 − up1)2 = ρ2
2(us2 − up2)2.

From the Bethe-Weyl theorem, us1 − up1 < c1 < us2 − up2 for an entropy-increasing,

compressive shock (stated here without proof but proved in Ref. [51]). Because up2 > up1, we

have that us2 > us1. We therefore find:

(2.28a) ρ2
1(us1 − up1)2 < ρ2

1(us2 − up1)2,

(2.28b)
P1 − P0

V0 − V1
<
P2 − P1

V1 − V2
.

Based on this slope argument, state 2 must lie above the line defined by connecting states 0

and 1.

State 2’ lies on the principal Hugoniot and is therefore a zero of the Hugoniot function in

Eqs. 2.20a and 2.20b. Because we graphically demonstrated that hS2(V2) < 0 (and therefore

h̃(P2, S2) < 0), and we know that ∂h̃∂S |P > 0 from Eq. 2.22, it follows that the zero of h̃(P2, S2)

may only occur for S2′ > S2.

We have therefore proven that the entropy increase across a sequence of two shock waves is

smaller than that accross a single shock wave to the same final pressure. By corollary, multiple

shocks have lower temperature (∂T∂S |P > 0) and volume (∂V∂S |P > 0) than single shocks to the

same final pressure.

2.6 Conductivity models

If the shock front is sufficiently strong to ionize a material, the shock front becomes reflective

as the material becomes a conductor. Using various models, one can determine the electronic

conductivity of the material from the measured reflectivity.
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2.6.1 Drude Model

The Drude model is a model of a plasma which considers valence electrons to be free, which

means they experience no restoring forces from the ions when interacting with an electromag-

netic field. These free electrons are free to conduct electricity [37]. The Drude model of elec-

tronic conductivity will be described here.

The ion density ni of a material of interest is given by:

(2.29) ni =
ρNa

M
,

where Na is Avogadro’s number, ρ is the density, and M is the average atomic molar mass

of the material. The electron density ne is given by:

(2.30) ne = zni,

where z is the ionization of the plasma. The interatomic spacing between the ions is ap-

proximated by:

(2.31) r0 = 2
( 3

4πni

)1/3
.

In the Ioffe Regel limit [14, 52, 82], the minimum electron scatting time τ = r0
v is found by

letting v be either the Fermi velocity (vF ) or the thermal velocity (vth). Typically, the maximum

is taken between vF or vth to account for potential electron degeneracy. The Fermi velocity and

thermal velocity are given by:

(2.32a) vF =

√
2EF
me

,

(2.32b) vth =

√
2kBT

me
,
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where me is the electron mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and EF is the Fermi energy

given by:

(2.32c) EF =
h̄2

2m3
(3π2ne)

2/3,

where h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant. The dc conductivity is then defined by:

(2.33) σdc =
nee

2τ

me
,

while the complex ac conductivity is given by:

(2.34) σ̃(ω) =
σdc

1− iωτ
.

Where ω is the angular frequency of light with units 1/seconds (ω = (2πc)/λ, where λ is

wavelength). The complex dielectric function is then related to the complex conductivity by:

(2.35) ε̃(ω) = 1 +
iσ̃(ω)

ε0ω
= εR + iεI ,

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and εR and εI are the real and imaginary parts of

the dielectric function, respectively. If we take the definitions of plasma frequency, ω2
p = nee2

ε0me
,

and the definition of dc conductivity from Eq. 2.33, we find that the real and imaginary parts of

the complex dielectric function are given by:

(2.36a) εR = 1−
ω2
pτ

2

1 + ω2τ2
,

(2.36b) εI =
ω2
pτ

ω(1 + ω2τ2)
.
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The complex refractive index ñ = n + ik (Eq. 3.20) is related to the complex dielectric

function by ñ =
√
ε̃. We find that:

(2.37a) εR = n2 + k2,

(2.37b) εI = 2nk,

(2.37c) n =
1√
2

(
εR +

[
ε2R + ε2I

]1/2)1/2
,

(2.37d) k =
1√
2

(
− εR +

[
ε2R + ε2I

]1/2)1/2
,

The Fresnel reflection equation (Eq. 3.19) becomes:

(2.38) R(ω) =
[n(ω)− n0(ω)]2 + k(ω)2

[n(ω) + n0(ω)]2 + k(ω)2
,

where n0 is the unshocked refractive index of the material [37].

A contribution to the dielectric function from the bound electrons can be considered by

defining εR = εb −
ω2
pτ

2

1+ω2τ2
, and εb = n2

0 [52]. The Drude model requires that the conductivity

have a maximum at zero frequency, as seen in Eq. 2.34. However, departures from this behavior

have been observed in poor metals including mercury [95]. To account for this, a backscattering

parameter c is introduced into the Drude model to allow for non-Drude-like reductions in the

electron velocity:

(2.39) σ̃(ω) =
σdc

1− iωτ

[
1 +

∞∑
n=1

cn
(1− iωτ)n

]
.

This is the Smith-Drude model [95],[75]. The parameter cn is the fraction of the initial

electron velocity that remains after the nth collision. Here, we assume that cn = 0 for n > 1.

In the CO2 experiments in this thesis, to model electronic conductivity, the ionization z is varied

until the Smith-Drude model derived above yields the reflectivity measured with VISAR.
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3 Experimental Methods

3.1 General description of experiments

This thesis comprises decaying-shock experiments on carbon dioxide (CO2) that was precom-

pressed in diamond anvil cells, and double-shock experiments on magnesium oxide (MgO).

These experiments were performed on the Omega and Omega EP Laser Facilties. The primary

diagnostics in both experiments were velocity interferometry and pyrometry. Pressure was de-

termined through impedance matching, while temperature is inferred from emission measure-

ments.

3.2 The Omega and Omega EP Laser Facilities

The CO2 experiments in this thesis were performed on the OMEGA laser system [8], while the

MgO experiments were performed on the Omega EP laser system [77]. These facilities reside

at the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics in Rochester, NY.

The OMEGA laser system, shown in Fig. 3.1, was finalized in 1995. It consists of 60 beams

which were designed to directly irradiate and compress a spherical target (approximately 1-

mm diameter) in a uniform, spherical implosion geometry. The laser begins as a single beam

(center of Fig. 3.1) which passes through several stages of beam splitting and amplification. The

diamond-anvil cells in this thesis were compressed in a planar geometry by employing up to 12

of the 60 beams. OMEGA is an Nd:glass laser; the 1053-nm infrared (IR) beams are frequency-

tripled to 351-nm UV light with KDP crystals. The target chamber (left side of Fig. 3.1) is 3.3-m
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in diameter; the target resides at the center of the chamber. The OMEGA laser can deliver up to

30-kJ of UV light to the target in 1-ns [8].

Figure 3.1: The OMEGA laser system configuration from Ref. [8].

The OMEGA EP laser system, shown in Fig. 3.2 was completed in 2008. EP is also an

Nd:glass, frequency tripled laser. It consists of four long-pulse laser beams which deliver 6.5-

kJ of UV light per beam in 10 ns. Two of the beams can be configured into a short-pulse mode

to deliver 2.6-kJ of IR light to the target in 10 ps; only long pulse mode was used in these

experiments. The four beams compress a target inside the target chamber (right side of Fig. 3.2)

in a planar geometry [77].

80 m

Figure 3.2: The OMEGA EP laser system configuration from lle.rochester.edu.
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3.3 Laser Ablation

The shock waves in these experiments were generated through direct-drive laser irradiation [27].

Laser light incident on a material at intensities between 1012 and 1016 W/cm2 (the relevant

intensities in these experiments) immediately produces a plasma at the surface. While reflected

photons at the surface do impart momentum, and therefore pressure, the dominant pressure is

imparted through ablation. Ablation refers to material being removed from the surface as it is

heated. As material flows away from the surface, a reaction force is generated into the surface

through Newton’s third law. This force over the area of the target is referred to as the ablation

pressure, and launches a compression wave into the target. If strong enough, this compression

wave becomes a shock wave. Additionally, the target itself is accelerated away from the laser

drive.

3.4 Velocity Interferometry

The primary diagnostic employed in these experiments was a dual-channel line-imaging VISAR

– a Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector [13]. VISAR employs an injection-seeded

532-nm Q-switched Nd:YAG probe laser, with a pulse length of 50 or 100 ns. The VISAR relay

is shown in Fig. 3.3. The probe is injected through a multimode fiber; a 50% reflecting beam

splitter delivers the light to the target. The light then reflects off of some interface within the

target. In the case of the experiments in this thesis, the moving interface was either a reflective

shock front or a reflective interface between two materials. If the interface is in motion, that re-

flected light is Doppler-shifted. The reflected VISAR probe is collected with a pair of cascaded

telescopes with a 146 mm focal length and f/3.3 focal ratio.

A dichroic mirror picks off the 532-nm reflected light, which passes through a Mach-

Zehnder interferometer, shown in Fig. 3.4. The interferometer imposes a fringe pattern on the

beam. The beam first passes through a 50/50 beam splitter (B1), and each leg is reflected from

a silvered mirror (M1, M2). The legs recombine at the second beam splitter, B2, which forms

the image plane. The system is adjusted such that the path lengths of each leg are equal. Then,

a precise delay is added to leg two with the insertion of a UV-grade, anti-reflection coated fused
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silica etalon. Mirror M2, which is mounted on a motorized stage capable of adjusting the mirror

with µm-level precision, is then translated a distance d = h(1−1/n0) to return the image plane

to B2, where h is the thickness of the etalon and n0 is the refractive index of the etalon at 532

nm (n0 = 1.46 for fused silica). The optical time delay between the two legs, resulting from the

longer path length of leg two and the reduction of the speed of light in the etalon, is [3]:

(3.1) τ =
2h

c

(
n0 −

1

n0

)
.

A linear phase ramp fringe pattern is imposed on the image plane by tilting the beam splitter

B2. The image is then focused onto the slit of a Rochester Optical Streak System (ROSS) [55].

The ROSS is further discussed in Section 3.5. The interference pattern is swept across a charge-

coupled-device camera, giving both spatial and temporal information.

If the VISAR probe beam is reflecting off of a moving interface, that light is Doppler shifted.

As the target moves with velocity v(t), the wavelength of light, λ(t), is correspondingly shifted

by:

(3.2) λ(t) = λ0

(
1− 2v(t)

c

)
,

where λ0 is the 532-nm probe wavelength. It can be shown that the difference in the number

of wavelengths between the short and long legs of the VISAR is:

(3.3) ∆N =
2h

λ(t)

(
n(t)− 1

n0

)
,

where n(t) represents the change of the refractive index in the etalon based on the changing

wavelength. By expanding the change in refractive index about the small change in wavelength,

and expanding the ∆N about v(t)/c, it can be shown that:

(3.4) ∆N =
2τ

λ0
(1 + δ)v(t),
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where the correction term δ = λ0
n0

n2
0−1

dn
dλ |λ0 is related to the dispersion in the etalon, and is

equal to 0.0318 for 532 nm in fused silica. Finally, the velocity per fringe (VPF) defining how

the phase shift is proportional to velocity is given by [4]:

(3.5) V PF0 =
λ0

2τ(1 + δ)
.

V PF0 is often called the vacuum VPF, because it only applies if the VISAR probe beam is

reflecting off of a moving free surface into vacuum. In the cases of these experiments, VISAR

reflects off a moving shock front or an interface within a material, and the VPF must therefore

be corrected for the refractive index of material in which the beam is looking through. This will

be discussed in Section 3.4.1.

Image relay
from target to
interferometer

Velocity
interferometer

SOP

VISAR

Vacuum
chamber

Target

Probe laser (532 nm)
delivered through
multimode fiber

Self-emission
from target

Delay element

Streak
camera

Streak
camera

OMEGA

Dichroic

Figure 3.3: The VISAR and SOP relay.

The VISAR data are interferograms that are a vertical fringe pattern streaked in time. The

vertical position of that fringe pattern is proportional to the velocity of the moving surface.

These interferograms are analyzed with a Fourier transform and phase-unwrapping method.

The steps are demonstrated in Fig. 3.5 [13]. We begin by assuming that the fringe intensity is

given by:

S(x, t) = B(x, t) +A(x, t)cos[φ(x, t) + 2πf0x+ δ0]

= B(x, t) + C(x, t)exp(2πif0x+ iδ0) + C.C.
(3.6)
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Figure 3.4: The Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration in the VISAR.

Figure 3.5: The Fourier transform and phase-unwrapping method used to analyze the VISAR

interferograms [13].

Here,B(x, t) is the background intensity andA(x, t) is the fringe amplitude, withC(x, t) =

A(x, t)exp[iφ(x, t)]/2 and C.C. referring to complex conjugate. The term 2πf0x + δ0 repre-

sents the background linear phase ramp that was imposed on the image, with spatial frequency
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f0 and phase offset δ0. The φ(x, t) encodes the velocity data; this is the phase shift that is

proportional to velocity. The Fourier transform of Eq. 3.6 yields:

(3.7) s(f, t) = b(f, t) + c(f − f0, t) + c∗(f + f0, t).

The background b(f, t) and negative c frequencies are filtered out with a window function

as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Transforming back to the spatial domain yields:

(3.8) D(x, t) = C(x, t)exp[2πif0x+ δ0].

A wrapped phase refers to a phase bounded between−π and π. If the true phase lies outside

of this range, it is increased or decreased by integer multiples of 2π until it lies within that range.

The wrapped phase extracted from Eq. 3.8 is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and is given by:

(3.9) W [φ(x, t) + 2πf0x+ δ0] = arctan[Re(D)/Im(D)].

Finally, the unwrapped true phase can be extracted by removing any 2π discontinuities and

subtracting the linear phase ramp. Recall that the velocity per fringe, or the ratio of the velocity

to the phase shift, is given by Eq. 3.5. Applying this to the unwrapped phase yields velocity

versus time [Fig. 3.5 (d) and (e)]. Because of the 2π phase ambiguity in the unwrapped phase,

two VISARs are employed with different etalons to measure the same velocity. The correct

solution is that which both VISARs agree and is consistent with the size of the system and

duration of the experiment.

3.4.1 Velocity refractive index correction

The velocity measured with VISAR through a transparent window material is the apparent

optical velocity, not the true velocity of the moving interface. The apparent velocity must

be corrected for the refractive index of the window material in order to determine the true

velocity [13].
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Case one: velocity of a reflective shock front

In case one, the VISAR probe beam reflects off of a shock front moving with velocity us, as

shown in Fig. 3.6. The transparent, unshocked window has refractive index n0, and the shocked

material has refractive index n1. The location of the shock front is given by xs, and the location

of the free surface is given by xfs. Free surface refers to the material/vacuum interface.

us

shocked unshocked

n0n1

VISAR
probe beam

xs xfs

vacuum
reflective surface

Figure 3.6: The VISAR probe beam reflecting off of a shock front moving with velocity us.

The optical path length is defined by:

(3.10) xopt =

∫
n(x, t)dx,

and the apparent velocity measured with VISAR is given by:

(3.11) vapp =
d

dt

∫
n(x, t)dx.

The unshocked refractive index of a transparent material is not dependent on space or time.

The apparent velocity is given by:

(3.12) vapp =
d

dt

∫ xs

xfs

n0dx =
d

dt
[n0(xs − xfs)] = n0us − n0ufs.

The free surface is not moving, so ufs = 0. The true velocity of the shock front is given

by [13]:

(3.13) us = vapp/(n0).
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Case two: velocity of a reflective interface behind a transparent shock front

In case two, the VISAR probe beam passes through a steady, transparent shock front moving

with velocity us to reflect off of an interface moving with velocity up. A shock front is trans-

parent if it does not ionize a material or produce a large enough change in the refractive index

of a material to produce a Fresnel reflection. Case two is depicted in Fig. 3.7.

us

shocked unshocked

n0n1

VISAR
probe beam

xs xfs

up

reflective
surface

xi

vacuum

Figure 3.7: The VISAR probe beam reflecting off of reflective interface moving with velocity

up, behind a transparent shock front moving with velocity us.

In this case, Eq. 3.11 becomes:

(3.14) vapp =
d

dt

[ ∫ xs

xf s
n0dx+

∫ xi

xs

n1dx
]

= n0us − n0ufs + n1up − n1us.

Again, ufs = 0. The apparent velocity measured with VISAR depends on the shock veloc-

ity, particle velocity, unshocked refractive index, and shocked refractive index:

(3.15) vapp = n0us + n1up − n1us.

If the shocked refractive index of the window is known as a function density, and follows

linear Gladstone-Dale behavior where:

(3.16) n = a+ bρ,
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where a and b are constant, then one can make some simplifications to Eq. 3.15 with the

following equations:

(3.17a)
ρ1

ρ0
=

us
us − up

,

(3.17b) n0 = a+ bρ0,

(3.17c) n1 = a+ bρ1,

where Eq. 3.17a is the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation of a mass across a shock front.

Eq. 3.15 finally simplifies to:

(3.18) up = vapp/a.

This is the true velocity of the moving interface [49, 112].

3.4.2 Reflectivity

VISAR may also be used to measure the reflectivity of a shock front or surface at 532-nm.

The Fresnel reflectivity for normally incident light is given by [37]:

(3.19) R =
|ñ− n0|2

|ñ+ n0|2
.

The absorption and refraction of a material is described by its complex refractive index:

(3.20) ñ = n+ ik,
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where n is the real part of the refractive index of the sample with the normal definition

n = c/v, where c is the speed of light in vacuum and v is the speed of light in the sample.

The parameter k is called the extinction coefficient and is related to the absorption of a mate-

rial [37]. The samples in this thesis are transparent before shock compression; they have only

a real component to the refractive index (n0 in Eq. 3.19). The shocked material has a complex

refractive index (ñ). This mismatch in refractive index can produce a reflective shock front.

If the incident VISAR probe laser with intensity IP reflects off of an interface or shock front

with reflectivity R, the measured returned intensity Im will be [10]:

(3.21) Im = IPRfT ,

where fT is a transfer function of the optical system [10]. If there is an in-situ reference

standard of known reflectivity in the target stack, such as a reflective coating where the reflec-

tivity was measured before the shock experiment or a material with a known reflectivity as a

function of shock velocity (and shock velocity is measured with VISAR), then the reflectivity

of an unknown sample can be referenced to that standard.

The measured returned intensity of the sample, Im,s, is given by:

(3.22) Im,s = IPRsfT ,

where Rs is the unknown reflectivity of the sample. The measured returned intensity of the

reference, Im,r, with known reflectivity Rr is given by:

(3.23) Im,r = IPRrfT .

The unknown reflectivity of the sample is then given by the ratio of the measured intensity

of the sample to the measured intensity of the reference [10]:

(3.24) Rs = Rr
Im,s
Im,r

.
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Both the transfer function of the VISAR system and the intensity of the VISAR probe laser

drop out of the equation.

The reflectivity of shocked α-quartz as a function of shocked temperature is given by [10]:

(3.25) R(2.65, T ) =
0.11(0.03)

1 + (1 + [16968(737)/T ]3.64(0.51))
T 0.095(0.029).

Note that the parenthetical terms indicate uncertainties. In this thesis, quartz served as

the in-situ reference to determine the reflectivity of the carbon dioxide and magnesium oxide

samples. The carbon dioxide samples were precompressed at ambient temperature in diamond

anvil cells before shock compression; the quartz in those experiments therefore had a higher

initial density than the ambient 2.65 g/cm3. The reflectivity of shocked quartz as a function of

shock velocity and precompressed density ρ0 is given by:

(3.26) R(ρ0, us) = R(2.65, T (ρ0, us)),

where T (ρ0, us) is given by Eq. 3.34a, discussed in Section 3.5.

3.5 Pyrometry

The primary technique used to measure temperature in these shocked HED experiments was

streaked optical pyrometry ([80] [44]). The emission from a hot object is measured, and a

brightness temperature is inferred from that emission with the assumption that the hot material

emits as a grey body. A grey body is simply a black body that is allowed to have non-unity

emissivity, or non-zero reflectivity.

The optical train of SOP is shown in Fig. 3.8. The VISAR and SOP systems share the f/3.3

telescope. A dichroic mirror picks off the 532-nm VISAR light and sends it to the VISAR

optical train shown in Fig. 3.4. The rest of the light is sent to the SOP cabinet. The light passes

through an OG590 filter; this filters out all light with a wavelength below 590-nm. A series

of lenses, periscopes, and mirrors focuses the light onto the external slit of the streak camera
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Figure 3.8: The optical design for the streaked optical pyrometry diagnostic [44]. Lenses L1-L4

collect emission and the reflected VISAR probe from the target. A dichroic mirror reflects the

532-nm probe light while allowing the emission to transmit. An OG590 filter blocks shorter

wavelengths. Mirrors, periscopes, and lenses (P1-P4, L5-L6) relay the light to the external slit

of the ROSS streak camera (there is another OG590 filter, and adjustable neutral density [ND]

filtering), where mirrors and gratings (M1-M3) focus the light on the S20 photocathode, and

the P510 streak tube.

(ROSS is Rochester Optical Streak System [55]). The dove prism allows one to rotate the image

of the target on the slit. The emission is focused onto an S20 photocathode. The spectral range
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of SOP is set by the OG590 filter and the S20 photocathode, which cuts off long wavelengths.

On OMEGA, the spectral range is 590-850 nm with a peak system response of 625 nm [44],

while on OMEGA EP, the spectral range of SOP is 590-750 nm with a peak system response

of 609 nm 1. The photocathode converts light into electrons, which are accelerated through a

streak tube and imaged onto a phosphor screen, which converts electrons back to photons. The

screen is coupled to a charged-coupled-device (CCD) camera, which records the SOP image.

The SOP system has been absolutely calibrated to a National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) traceable tungsten filament lamp. The experiments in this thesis applied a

quartz temperature reference to the SOP data, but the quartz temperature reference was deter-

mined from this absolute calibration, so that absolute calibration will be briefly discussed [44].

The SOP camera output is measured in analog-to-digital units (ADUs). The number of

ADUs on a single pixel will be given by:

(3.27) I =
∆t

G

∫
λ
dλΦS(λ)Tx(λ)SR(λ).

Here, ∆t is the dwell time on a single pixel, G is the gain of electrons to ADUs (recall

electrons are converted to photons at the phospher screen, which are imaged with the CCD),

ΦS(λ) is the spectral radiant power of the tungsten filament, Tx(λ) is the transmission through

the SOP system, and SR(λ) is the spectral system response. The dwell time is given by:

(3.28) ∆t =
WLSF

B∆xη
,

where B is the binning of the CCD, ∆x is the length of a square pixel, η is the sweep

rate (pixel/ns), and WLSF is the apparent slit width based on the line spread function of the

ROSS. The apparent slit width is smaller than the actual slit widthWS , allowing higher temporal

resolution.

1The author acknowledges M. Ginnane of the University of Rochester Mechanical Engineering Department and

the Laboratory for Laser Energetics for her work on the calibration of the SOP system on OMEGA EP.
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The radiant power from the lamp (ΦS(λ)) is given by integrating the spectral radiance of

the lamp LS(λ) over the area that maps to a single pixel (Apixel) and the solid angle (Ωlens)

from the f/3.3 telescope. Apixel is given by:

(3.29) Apixel =
( B∆x

MMEO

)(B∆xWs

MWLSF

)
.

Here, M and MEO refer to the magnification in the system from the light source to the

photocathode, and of the electron optics within the streak tube, respectively.

Finally, the spectral radiance observed is related to a brightness temperature T through

Planck’s law for blackbody radiation. The SOP ADU signal is related to temperature T by:

(3.30) I =
B∆xΩlensWSX(WS0)2hc2

GM2ME0η

∫
λ
dλ

Tx(λ)SR(λ)

λ5
[
exp
(
hc
λT

)
− 1
] ,

where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and X(WS0) is a throughput correction

based on the apparent slit width. The parameters which can change from shot to shot are the slit

widthWS (although 800um is standard), the sweep speed (η), and the transmission of the system

(Tx(λ) which is changed by adding or removing neutral density filtration). The wavelength

dependence of SOP is supposed to be a delta function at the central wavelength of the system

response. By integrating Eq. 3.30, we find that:

(3.31) T =
T0

ln
(

1 + A
I

) ,
where T0 and A are parameters of the system. A is typically rewritten as A = A0X(WSO)

η ,

where X(WS0) = 1 for the standard slit width of 800 µm, so that A0 is constant on a shot-by-

shot basis [44].

In this manner, the temperature of quartz as a function of shock velocity has been measured

to 23 km/s [53][10]. For shocked α-quartz (initial density ρ0 = 2.649 g/cm3), the temperature
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as a function of shock velocity is given by [10]:

(3.32) T (2.65, us)[K] = 1860(190) + 3.65(0.52)us[km/s]
3.036(0.046).

If the quartz is precompressed to some initial pressure P0 at ambient temperature, the initial

density will change as well. Ref. [10] gives the density dependence on initial pressure with a

Murnaghan equation of state based on bulk modulus parameters of quartz:

(3.33) ρ0 = 2.649(P0(4.9/37.7) + 1)1/4.9,

where the bulk modulus of α-quartz is 37.7 (3) GPa, and its first derivative is 4.9 (1). The

carbon dioxide experiments in this thesis employed ambient-temperature precompression with

diamond anvil cells, so this initial density correction was necessary. The MgO experiments did

not; the initial density of the quartz in those experiments was the ambient 2.649 g/cm3.

The temperature of precompressed quartz as a function of shock velocity is given by:

(3.34a) T (ρ0, us) = T (2.65, us)− β(ρ0 − 2.65),

(3.34b) β ± 30% = −14786 + 1555us.

In an experiment with a quartz standard and a sample of interest, both the quartz and sample

emit as grey bodies and satisfy Eq. 3.31:

(3.35a) Tq =
T0

ln
(

1 + A
Iq

) ,

(3.35b) Ts =
T0

ln
(

1 + A
Is

) ,
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where Tq and Ts are the black body temperatures of the quartz and sample, respectively,

and Iq and Is are the number of ADUs measured from the shock front in the quartz and sample,

respectively. Solving both of these equations for A, setting them equal, and then solving for the

temperature in the sample yields:

(3.35c) Ts =
T0

ln
[
Iq
Is

(
exp[T0/Tq]− 1

)
+ 1
] .

The system parameter A drops out of the equations. If the emission from the quartz and

sample are measured with SOP, and the shock velocity of the quartz is measured with VISAR,

the temperature of the sample can be determined by referencing to quartz with Eq. 3.35c.

The shock front is assumed to produce an optically thick layer behind the shock, such that

only the emission from approximately one skin depth behind the shock front is measured [120].

A black body is an object that absorbs all incident light, but the shocks in these experiments

are typically strong enough to ionize the material and produce a shock front that reflects up to

30% of the incident light. The black body model for brightness temperature can be improved

by allowing the shock to have non-unity emissivity, or non-zero reflectivity. The reflectivity of

a shock front can be measured with VISAR as discussed above. In that case, the emission I

measured with SOP is corrected for the non-zero reflectivity measured with VISAR for both the

quartz and the sample by:

(3.36) I∗ =
I

1−R
,

and I∗ replaces I in Eq. 3.35c for both the quartz and the sample, as their respective reflec-

tivities are measured with VISAR.

3.6 Static Precompression: Diamond anvil cells

Precompression allows us to access different regions of the phase diagram than those attainable

with a shock from ambient pressure. A cartoon demonstrating how a diamond anvil cell works
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is shown in Fig. 3.9. A sample is mechanically squeezed between two diamonds to some ini-

tial pressure. The pressures obtained in the carbon dioxide diamond anvil cells before shock

compression in this thesis were approximately 1 GPa.

Figure 3.9: A cartoon depiction of a diamond anvil cell. A sample is mechanically squeezed

between two diamonds to some non-ambient pressure. In these experiments, that pressure was

approximately 1 GPa. A stainless steel gasket holds the sample in place between the diamonds.

Coupling dynamic laser-shock experiments with diamond anvil cell (DAC) precompression

techniques is described in Ref. [15, 32, 66, 67, 82]. DACs are regularly used in static experi-

ments, compressing samples to hundreds of GPa between two opposing diamonds at ambient

temperature [61]. By shocking a material at ambient pressure, one can only achieve states on the

material’s principal Hugoniot (locus of states attainable with a single shock wave). However, if

the material is precompressed to varying initial densities before it is shocked, one can study a

family of Hugoniots and explore a wider range of the phase diagram. This is demonstrated in

Fig. 3.10.

The experimental setup of the diamond anvil cells is further described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 3.10: The principal Hugoniot is the locus of states attainable with a shock wave from

conditions P0, ρ0. The precompressed Hugoniot is the locus of states attainable with a shock

from precompressed conditions (P1, ρ1), (P2, ρ2), (P3, ρ3). By varying the initial state with

static precompression, one can explore a wide region of the phase diagram.

3.7 Impedance Matching

The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for conservation of mass (Eq. 2.17a) and momentum (Eq.

2.17b) have two knowns (the initial state ρ0, P0), and four unknowns (ρ1, P1, us, up). In order

to close the equations and determine the final shocked state, two of the four unknowns must be

measured. Typically, we can only measure either the shock velocity (for an ionized, reflecting

shock front) or particle velocity (for a transparent shock front) with VISAR. To determine the

other velocity and close the equations for conservation of mass and momentum, we use a stan-

dard of known mechanical equation of state and reference the sample of interest to this standard

using the impedance matching technique.

A material’s impedance is its resistance to being shocked, defined as ρ0us, or the slope

of a linear pressure vs. particle velocity line (Eq. 2.17b). When a shock wave traverses the

interface from material A to material B, material A will either release into material B, or a

shock wave will reflect back into material A, depending on the relative impedance of material

B (but in either case, a shock is transmitted into material B). The release and reshock end states

are dictated by the continuity of the pressure and the particle velocity across the interface.
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A release is usually treated as an isentrope, while a reshock is a secondary Hugoniot. In

both cases, a Mie-Gruneisen equation of state can be used to relate the pressure and energy

along the primary Hugoniot to the pressure and energy along the reshock or release lines:

(3.37) PR − PH =
Γ

V
(ER − EH),

where V is the specific volume (1/ρ), the subscript H refers to the pressure and energy

along the Hugoniot, and the subscript R refers to the pressure and energy along either the

release isentrope or the reshocked Hugoniot. They are related by the Gruneisen parameter,

Γ = V ∂P
∂E |V , under the assumption that Γ = Γ(V ).

By substituting Eq. 2.17c into Eq. 3.37, we find:

(3.38) PR = PH

[
1 +

1

2

Γ

V
(V − V0)

]
+

Γ

V

[
ER − E0 +

1

2
P0(V − V0)

]
.

The Mie-Gruneisen equation of state is assumed here for simplicity, but any equation of

state could in principal be used.

3.7.1 Release

Fig. 3.11 is a graphical representation of the impedance matching technique for a quartz stan-

dard and CO2 sample. A shock wave travels through a quartz standard, producing a state on

the known quartz Hugoniot which is determined by plotting the Rayleigh line, or Eq. 2.17b

for conservation of momentum. Because the sample, carbon dioxide, has a lower impedance

than the quartz, the quartz isentropically releases from its initial state until the pressure and

particle velocity matches that in the shocked CO2. That state is found from the intersection of

the release curve and the CO2 Rayleigh line. This point yields the particle velocity in CO2 and

represents a point on the CO2 Us versus Up Hugoniot. The Hugoniot curve is mapped out by

repeating the experiment at different pressures.
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Figure 3.11: A graphical representation of the impedance matching technique determining the

pressure and particle velocity in a CO2 sample by referencing to a quartz standard of known

Hugoniot. The higher-impedance quartz releases into the lower impedance CO2.

The analytical Mie-Gruneisen Linear Reference (MGLR) model for an isentropic release

path is proposed in Ref. [56], and will be described here as well. Recall from the definition of

pressure that for an isentrope:

(3.39) d(ER − E0) = −PRdV.

Equating Eqs. 3.39 and 3.38, and integrating with respect to volume yields:

(3.40) ER −E0 =
P1

2
(V0 − V1)

(V1

V

)Γ
−
(V1

V

)Γ
∫ V

V1

(V ′
V1

)Γ
PH

[
1− 1

2

Γ

V ′
(V0 − V ′)

]
dV ′.

Together, equations 3.38 and 3.40 yield the isentropic release curve PR(V ). Impedance

matching is performed in the pressure versus particle velocity plane, because these quantities

are conserved across an interface boundary. The particle velocity can be computed with the

Reimann integral:

(3.41) up = up1 +

∫ P

P1

V dPR
Cs

,
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where the isentropic sound speed on the release curve is given by:

(3.42) C2
s = −V 2∂PR

∂V
|R.

The pressure and particle velocity of the release isentrope have been determined. In the

example described above, the state in carbon dioxide is determined by the intersection of the

CO2 Rayleigh line and the quartz release isentrope.

3.7.2 Reshock

Suppose a shock front traverses the interface from a lower-impedance sample into a higher-

impedance standard (CO2 into quartz, rather than the quartz into CO2 described in the previous

section). Rather than an isentropic release, a second shock (reshock) is launched back into the

CO2 sample. A reshock is another Hugoniot curve and is therefore governed by the Rankine-

Hugoniot conservation relations.

A principal Hugoniot (principal refers to a shock launched from ambient initial conditions

P0, V0) and a reshock from the shocked state P1, V1, are shown in Fig. 3.12. Because both

curves are shocks, the internal energy on both the Hugoniot (subscriptH) and reshock (subscript

R) are governed by the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for conservation of energy (Eq. 2.17c):

(3.43a) EH − E0 =
1

2
(PH + P0)(V0 − V ),

(3.43b) ER − E1 =
1

2
(PR + P1)(V1 − V ).

Combining these equations, we find:

(3.44) ER − EH =
[1

2
(PR + P1)(V1 − V ) + E1

]
−
[1

2
(PH + P0)(V0 − V ) + E0

]
.
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Figure 3.12: A cartoon depiction of a Hugoniot from ambient conditions P0, V0, and a reshock

secondary Hugoniot curve launched from a first shocked state P1, V1.

This is an energy difference between the reshocked state and single-shocked state at the

same volume V . Recall from the Mie-Gruneisen equation of state (Eq. 3.37), ER − EH =

V
Γ (PR − PH). Also recall that from conservation of energy across a shock front (Eq. 2.17c), it

must be that E1 − E0 = 1
2(P1 + P0)(V0 − V1). Substituting these into Eq. 3.44, we find:

(3.45)
V

Γ
(PR−PH) =

1

2
(PR+P1)(V1−V )− 1

2
(PH +P0)(V0−V )+

1

2
(P1 +P0)(V0−V1).

Solving for PR, simplifying, and assuming that P0 << P1:

(3.46) PR =
PH − 1

2
Γ
V (PH − P1)(V0 − V )

1− 1
2

Γ
V (V1 − V )

.

This defines the reshock curve as a function of volume, and can be transferred into the

pressure versus particle velocity space for impedance matching by implementing the Rankine-

Hugoniot conditions.
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3.7.3 Self-impedance matching

The MgO experiments in this thesis employed the self-impedance matching technique [45],

which will be described here.

Figure 3.13: A faster second shock wave overtakes a weaker first shock. When the second

shock overtakes the first, the doubly-shocked MgO (green) releases into the singly-shocked

MgO (grey), forming a single strong shock (blue) moving through ambient MgO (yellow).

Consider a second stronger shock overtaking (or coalescing with) a weaker shock traveling

in the same direction. At the moment of shock coalescence, the higher-impedance doubly-

shocked MgO releases into a singly shocked MgO state where the pressure and particle velocity

of the MgO is equal across the point of coalescence. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.13.

The second shock pressures in this work are <11% higher than the coalesced shock pres-

sures. For these small releases, the reflected Hugoniot and release isentrope are nearly coinci-

dent [57]. The release curve is approximated by the reflection of the MgO principal Hugoniot

about the point of coalescence. The tabular equation of state SESAME was used to explore

the validity of this approximation. Approximating the release as either the primary SESAME

7460 Hugoniot reflected about the coalesced shock particle velocity or as the SESAME 7460

second shock Hugoniot reflected about the second shock particle velocity give similar results.
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The two methods agree within 0.5% in pressure, while the second shock pressure error bars in

this work are 5% (resulting from uncertainty in the second shock velocity), demonstrating that

the reflected principal Hugoniot of MgO is a reasonable approximation for the second shock

release.

This self-impedance match technique, where the known principal Hugoniot of MgO serves

as the standard to determine the second-shock state, is described in Ref. [45] and depicted in

Fig. 3.14, and determines the second shock particle velocity Up2, pressure P2, density ρ2, and

internal energy E2.
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Figure 3.14: Graphical representation of the self-impedance match technique [45] in MgO in

which a second shock is traveling behind a transparent first shock, and at the moment of coa-

lescence forms a new leading, coalesced single-shock. The MgO principal Hugoniot serves as

the impedance matching standard to determine the second shock state in MgO. The first shock

state (Up1,P1), second shock Rayleigh line, and coalesced shock Rayleigh line are measured

in each experiment. Approximating the release as the principal Hugoniot reflected about UpC

shows excellent agreement with the reflected second shock Hugoniot about Up2, because the

second shock pressures in this work are <11% higher than the coalesced shock pressures.
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4 Single shocks in diamond anvil cells:

Carbon Dioxide

The work in this section has been published in Refs. [19] and [20].

Equation-of-state and transport measurements of shock-compressed CO2 at and above the

insulating-to-conducting transition reveal new insight into the chemistry of simple molecular

systems in the warm-dense-matter regime. CO2 samples were precompressed in diamond-anvil

cells to tune the initial densities from 1.35 g/cm3 (liquid) to 1.74 g/cm3 (solid) at room tem-

perature before being shock compressed up to 1 TPa and 93,000 K. Variation in initial density

enabled determination of thermodynamic derivatives including specific heat and Gruneisen co-

efficient, which reveal a complex bonded and moderately ionized (0.3 e-/atom) state even at

the most extreme conditions studied. Additionally, isentropic sound speed and compressibility

behavior of CO2 under reshock were explored.

4.1 The diamond anvil cell

The laser-shocked diamond-sapphire anvil cell [15, 32, 66, 67, 82] containing the precom-

pressed CO2 sample is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The CO2 samples were cryogenically loaded into

cells comprising 350-µm-thick diamond and 5000-µm-thick sapphire anvils. The CO2 was

contained between the anvils in a stainless-steel gasket. The gasket was initially 250-µm thick;

after compression, the gasket thickness was reduced to approximately 150 µm. The anvils were

mounted in tungsten carbide (WC) seats; the diamond side seat had a 900-µm lateral window,

and the sapphire side seat had an 800-µm window. The diamond was coated with 3 µm of gold

and a 15-µm plastic ablator; the gold served to absorb x-rays produced at the ablation front
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and prevent photoionization of the sample. Two 25-µm-thick α-quartz pieces, referred to as the

pusher and the window, were located in the sample chamber with the CO2. The quartz pusher

served as an impedance matching [120], reflectivity, and temperature standard [10, 25, 53, 56]

for singly shocked CO2. The quartz rear window allowed for the determination of a reshock

state in the CO2.

The loaded cell was mechanically compressed to pressures of 0.36 to 1.16 GPa at ambient

temperature. These pressures correspond to densities in the CO2 ranging from 1.35 g/cm3 [102]

to 1.74 g/cm3 [42, 94], and densities in the quartz ranging from 2.68 g/cm3 and 2.73 g/cm3 [10].

Above 0.5 GPa, CO2 crystallizes into solid phase-I [41]. The formation of crystals in the CO2

was observed in cells with the highest precompression. The precompression pressures were

measured using calibrated fluorescence spectroscopy of ruby beads within the cell [88] and the

density of the CO2 was then determined from a 295 K isotherm [41, 42, 94, 102].

Diamond

Sapphire
CO2

Ti

Au

Steel gasket

CH ablatorOMEGA drive 
beams 

(≤ 10 x 1014 W/cm2)
Velocity and 

reflectivity probe
(VISAR)

Pyrometer
(SOP)

Shock front

Quartz pusher (left) 
and window (right)

Figure 4.1: CO2 was precompressed in diamond-sapphire anvil cells before being shock com-

pressed to TPa conditions with the OMEGA laser. The primary diagnostics were VISAR (ve-

locity interferometer system for any reflector) and SOP (streaked optical pyrometry). The com-

ponents of the diamond-sapphire anvil cell depicted in the cartoon are described in the text.

4.2 Shock experiment

The OMEGA laser irradiated the plastic ablator with intensities between 1.2 x 1014 W/cm2 and

10.0 x 1014 W/cm2; these experiments used 12 beams with up to 480 J per beam (5760 J total)

in an 865-µm focal spot and a 1-ns pulse duration. The laser ablation of the CH layer drove
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shock waves through the diamond anvil and quartz pusher into the liquid or solid CO2 sample.

The pressures in these experiments were sufficiently high to ionize the CO2 and produce an

optically reflective shock front.

The velocity of the reflecting shock front was measured with VISAR [13]. The apparent

velocity from VISAR is corrected for the precompressed refractive index of quartz [10] and

CO2 [41, 94]. Integrating the velocity as a function of time must yield the thickness of the

quartz and CO2 sample chamber; this serves as a check on the velocity solution.

Impedance matching [120] was performed at the quartz pusher/CO2 interface using the

Rankine–Hugoniot conditions for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy to calculate the

particle velocity, pressure, density, and internal energy in the shocked CO2. A Mie–Grüneisen

linear release [10, 56] was used to model the release of the higher-impedance quartz into the

lower-impedance CO2. Additionally, the intensity of the VISAR signal is used to determine the

reflectivity of the shocked CO2 at 532 nm by referencing to the known quartz reflectivity as a

function of shock velocity [10, 53].

Shot 58928 had a fused silica (FS) reference (ρ0 = 2.20 g/cm3) rather than a quartz reference

(ρ0 = 2.65 g/cm3) for impedance matching. Quartz and FS are both SiO2 and share the same

high pressure EOS and phase diagram, but start from different initial densities and structures.

The initial density in the FS was determined from the measured initial pressure with a Mur-

naghan EOS, with bulk modulus parameters from Ref. [76]. The precompression correction to

the principal FS Hugoniot [69] was assumed to be the same as that for quartz [10].

From the known FS Hugoniot [69], the shocked pressure and density in the FS are given

from the measured FS shock velocity. We determined the isentropic quartz release curve [25]

that intersects this shocked P − ρ state, and assumed that the shocked FS would release along

this insentrope. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. For shot 58928, the absolute entropy of the

release isentrope we used was 6860 ± 250 J kg−1K−1 [60]. The impedance matching solution

determined from this release curve differs from the FS reflected Hugoniot approximation by

0.5 σ.

Simultaneously with the VISAR, the self-emission (590 to 850 nm) from the shock front

was measured using streaked optical pyrometry (SOP) [44, 80], from which a brightness tem-
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Figure 4.2: (a) We determine the quartz release [25] that intersects the measured shocked fused

silica (FS) state, and assume that the FS will release along this isentrope. (b) The quartz Hugo-

niot and release isentrope are horizontally shifted in particle velocity by a Galilean transforma-

tion such that the release intersects the FS P − Up state to approximate the FS release. The

intersection of the CO2 Rayleigh line and this release curve is the inferred shocked state in the

CO2.
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perature was determined. Brightness temperature is inferred from the measured emission with

the assumption that the shock front emits as a grey body with reflectivity as measured with

VISAR. While particle velocity, density, and pressure are determined from impedance match-

ing only at the instant the shock wave is transmitted from the quartz pusher into the CO2, shock

velocity, temperature, and reflectivity are tracked continuously through the shock transit of the

entire experiment.

The mechanical results of these experiments are given in Table 4.1.

4.3 Shock velocity versus particle velocity results

Shock velocity (U s) versus particle velocity (Up) from this work and Refs. [85, 90, 92, 124] 1

are plotted in Fig. 4.3(a). Carbon dioxide is predicted to have at least three phases in the

shocked fluid regime [6]. The low-pressure [U s < 10 km/s, blown up in Fig. 4.3(c)] shock-

wave data [85, 92, 124] cover three phases. The lowest-pressure datum [124] at 5 GPa

(Us = 3.6 km/s) is likely solid; this is supported by calculated Hugoniots [5] and the measured

melt line of CO2 [65]. The ρ0 = 1.17 g/cm3 data (blue) [85, 92] below U s = 7 km/s and the

ρ0 = 1.45 g/cm3 data (green) [124] below 10 km/s exhibit the same linear U s−Up slope (dotted

blue and dotted green), which suggests that they are in the same phase, denoted Fluid-I. The

residuals of the low-pressure data to the Fluid-I fit are plotted in Figs. 4.3(d) (ρ0 = 1.45 g/cm3)

and 4.3(e) (ρ0 = 1.17 g/cm3). The 1.17 g/cm3 data undergo a clear decrease in slope above

U s = 7 km/s [85], as shown in the residual plot in Fig. 4.3(e) (dashed blue). This trend was a

benchmark for density functional theory (DFT) [5] and may be attributed to a change from a

molecular fluid to an insulating polymeric fluid [6]. We denote this latter regime as Fluid-II.

Conversely, no such change in slope is observed in the 1.45 g/cm3 data, indicating the threshold

for the transition must be above 9.65 km/s for this initial density.

1Zubarev and Telegin [124] report two different initial densities for their solid CO2: 1.45 and 1.54 g/cm3. Cited in

Schott [92] are “verbal inquires and replies conveyed through C. L. Mader and A . N. Dremin, ca. 1983” that confirm

that 1.54 g/cm3 is a misprint, and the initial density of the data published by Zubarev and Telegin is 1.45 g/cm3.
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Shot Pusher Us (km/s) Us (km/s) P0 (GPa) ρ0 (g/cm3) Up (km/s) P (GPa) ρ (g/cm3)

57506 14.42 (0.14) 14.72 (0.14) 0.44 (0.03) 1.39 (0.01) 9.25 (0.15) 189 (4) 3.74 (0.13)

58919 15.73 (0.14) 16.11 (0.14) 0.49 (0.02) 1.41 (0.01) 10.32 (0.15) 234 (4) 3.93 (0.12)

57510 15.96 (0.14) 16.58 (0.14) 0.39 (0.03) 1.36 (0.01) 10.58 (0.16) 239 (4) 3.77 (0.12)

57511 17.58 (0.14) 18.55 (0.14) 0.51 (0.03) 1.42 (0.01) 11.85 (0.16) 312 (5) 3.93 (0.11)

58928 16.61 (0.14)* 17.28 (0.14) 0.96 (0.02)† 1.70 (0.01) 10.64 (0.15) 312 (5) 4.42 (0.13)

58924 17.84 (0.14) 18.54 (0.14) 0.48 (0.02) 1.41 (0.01) 12.16 (0.16) 317 (5) 4.09 (0.13)

58917 17.89 (0.14) 18.68 (0.14) 0.66 (0.02)† 1.64 (0.01) 11.69 (0.14) 358 (5) 4.38 (0.11)

57507 19.17 (0.14) 20.37 (0.14) 0.36 (0.03) 1.35 (0.02) 13.44 (0.16) 369 (6) 3.97 (0.11)

57508 23.02 (0.14) 24.79 (0.14) 0.45 (0.03) 1.39 (0.01) 16.82 (0.17) 581 (7) 4.34 (0.11)

62328 22.09 (0.14) 23.60 (0.14) 1.16 (0.03)† 1.74 (0.01) 15.05 (0.20) 616 (7) 4.79 (0.12)

57509 24.71 (0.14) 26.63 (0.14) 0.49 (0.03) 1.41 (0.01) 18.33 (0.17) 689 (8) 4.53 (0.11)

58920 25.99 (0.14) 27.90 (0.14) 0.44 (0.02) 1.39 (0.01) 19.62 (0.17) 761 (8) 4.68 (0.12)

58922 27.61 (0.14) 29.61 (0.14) 0.77 (0.02)† 1.67 (0.01) 20.14 (0.17) 995 (9) 5.22 (0.12)

Table 4.1: Shock equation of state data and uncertainties obtained from impedance matching

to the quartz pusher, or fused-silica pusher in the case of shot 58928 (marked with an asterisk).

Uncertainties include random error from shock velocity measurements and systematic error

from the pusher Hugoniot and release models, and are propagated with a 100,000 trial Monte

Carlo method. The pusher shock velocity, CO2 shock velocity, and initial pressure are the

experimental observables. Initial pressures marked with a dagger indicate that the CO2 was

solid before shock compression; others were initially liquid.
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The high-pressure (U s >15 km/s) shock-wave data exhibit yet another U s − Up slope, im-

plying that another transition(s) occurs below 15 km/s (189 GPa). That transition must produce

both a shift and change in slope (or multiple slope changes) as predicted by DFT [5] (dotted–

dashed lines), suggesting complex behavior relating to high-pressure chemistry. We performed

a linear fit to all existing data between 189 and 995 GPa (our OMEGA data and data from

Ref. [90]), including a linear term to account for the initial density (ρ0) of each point:

(4.1) U s(Up, ρ0) = c0 + sUp + aρ0

Other fits, including quadratic, cubic, and exponential, were performed, but statisti-

cal analysis showed that the data did not justify a fit more complex than linear. Pa-

rameters and covariance matrix elements for Eq. (4.1) are given by: c0 = − 1.88 km/s,

s = 1.29, a = 3.36 km/s cm3/g, σ2
c0 = 7.06e− 02, σ2

s = 7.85e− 05, σ2
a = 3.30e− 02,

σc0σs = −1.30e− 03, σc0 σa = − 4.21e− 02, and σs σa = 1.32e− 04 [19]. The high-

pressure (U s >15 km/s) data fall within two standard deviations of the fit, or a residual

0.32 km/s as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). We denote this regime as Fluid-III. We cannot rule out

that other transitions may exist between U s = 9.65 and 14.72 km/s, since there are currently no

data to constrain this region.

4.4 Compressibility results

The pressure and density results from these experiments are plotted in Fig. 4.4 (a/b) (triangles),

along with previous CO2 single-shock data [85, 90, 92, 124] 2. The fit (Eq. 4.1) was converted

to pressure versus density using the Rankine–Hugoniot conservation relations and plotted in

Fig. 4.4 with solid lines, and extrapolated to lower pressure with dotted lines. Quantum me-

chanical calculations [density function theory, (DFT) [5] dashed–dotted lines], benchmarked

2Each measurement of the shock velocity in Ref. [124] is the average of 4-12 independent measurements with

a 1-2% deviation from the mean. Ref. [92] similarly presents duplicate measurements of transit times but does not

indicate uncertainty. No rigorous systematic uncertainty analysis associated with the data in Ref. [124] and [92] was

reported.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Shock velocity versus particle velocity for shocked CO2. Initial density for all

data and fits is given by the color bar. Triangles are these OMEGA data; diamonds are Sandia

Z data [90]. Solid lines are the fit to the OMEGA and Z data. Dotted–dashed lines are density

functional theory (DFT) [5]. Additionally plotted are lower-pressure shock data (circles [92];

squares [85]; pentagons [124]). (b) Residual of data and DFT to the fit to the OMEGA and Z

data. (c) Blowup of the low-pressure region. Dotted green and blue lines are linear fits to the

Fluid-I data with a single slope. The dashed blue line is a linear fit to Fluid-II data. Coefficients

and covariance matrix elements for these fits are given in the text. (d) Residual of the data from

Ref. [124] and the fit to the Fluid-I data for ρ0 = 1.45 g/cm3. (e) Residual of the data from

Refs. [85, 92] and the fit to the Fluid-I data for ρ0 = 1.17 g/cm3. Phases are described in the

text.

by Ref. [85] (squares), predict significant curvature between 50 and 500 GPa due to changes in

the molecular bonding of CO2 [5, 6, 90]. Our measurements from initially 1.4 g/cm3 (green) do
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Figure 4.4: (a) Log pressure versus density for shocked CO2. Triangles are these OMEGA

data, diamonds are Sandia Z data [90], and pentagons [124], circles [92], and squares [85] are

gas-gun data. Also plotted are Livermore equation-of-state [LEOS] [118] (dashed) and density

functional theory [DFT] [5] (dashed–dotted) calculations. Solid lines are the Eq. (4.1) fit to the

OMEGA and Z data; dotted lines extrapolate this fit to lower pressure. Initial density of all data

points and curves is given by the color bar. (b) The high-pressure region is expanded in a linear

pressure versus density plot.

not support such curvature and are in better agreement with LEOS models [118]. LEOS table

2274, constructed using the quotidian equation-of-state methodology, expresses the Helmholtz

free energy as a function of volume and temperature, and includes a dissociation term and a

non-dissociation term in the ion free energy [118]. These terms are coupled by the molar mass.

It is significant that the LEOS table represents the mechanical behavior of the data in the present

work, but does not represent the increase in compressibility seen by Ref. [85].

There exists a clear anomaly in the low-pressure gas-gun data from Ref. [85] (blue squares)

and Ref. [124] (green pentagons) seen in Fig. 4.4. For a given shock pressure, it is expected

that CO2 of a higher initial density will have a higher final density due to reduced heating. The

low-pressure data demonstrate this behavior until 42 GPa; above this pressure, the data from

Ref. [85] (blue squares) show a higher final density for a given shocked pressure than the data

from Ref. [124], despite having a lower initial density. The high-pressure data (this work and

Ref. [90], 189 to 995 GPa) demonstrate the expected behavior. The anomaly in the gas-gun

data has led to disagreement in the modeling of CO2, and the present measurements support

LEOS [118] over current DFT [5] calculations in the high-pressure fluid regime.
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4.5 Reshock results

When the shock wave traverses the CO2 sample and enters the higher-impedance quartz rear

window, a second shock (reshock) is launched back into the CO2 sample. Impedance match-

ing [120] is performed at the CO2/window interface to determine the pressure, density, and

internal energy of this reshock in CO2. The shock velocity of the CO2 (US,CO2) and the quartz

window (US,Q) are measured on either side of the interface with VISAR. From the known

quartz Hugoniot [10, 25] and Eq. (4.1) for an initial density of ρ0,CO2 , the pressure, density, and

particle velocity on either side of the interface for both CO2 (PCO2 , ρCO2 , UP,CO2) and quartz

(PQ, ρQ, UP,Q) are also known. By impedance matching, the pressure of the reshocked CO2

(PR) must be equal to PQ. By the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation relations, the density of the

reshocked CO2 (ρR) is given by:
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Figure 4.5: Shock velocity in the quartz window versus shock velocity in the CO2 sample on

either side of their interface. A reshock is launched back into the CO2 sample when the shock

traverses into the higher impedance quartz window. Triangles are these OMEGA data and

diamonds are Sandia Z data [90]. The only error bars larger than the markers are the CO2 shock

velocity error on the OMEGA data (triangles). Solid lines are LEOS [118] curves based on the

modeled reshock intersecting with the experimental quartz Hugoniot [10, 25]. Uncertainty in

the solid curves based on uncertainty in the quartz Hugoniot is less than 0.5%. Initial density of

all points and curves is given by the color bar.
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Figure 4.6: [(a), (b)] Reshock results from this work (green and orange data points) and Ref. [90]

(blue data points). Circles are the single-shocked state in CO2 immediately before shock trans-

mission into the quartz window; triangles are the reshocked state in CO2. Solid lines are the CO2

single-shock Hugoniot given by Eq. (4.1) for ρ0 = 1.167 (blue), 1.375 (green), and 1.655 (or-

ange) g/cm3; dotted lines are the reshock curves of CO2 given by Eq. (4.3). Color represents

initial density as given by the color bar. Note that the green and orange single-shock CO2 points

have varying initial densities given by Table 4.2, and therefore do not sit exactly on the plotted

Hugoniots. Error bars in pressure and energy are smaller than the data points.
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Shot US,Q (km/s) US,CO2 (km/s) ρ0,CO2 (g/cm3) P1 (GPa) ρ1 (g/cm3) PR (GPa) ρR (g/cm3)

5891715.74 (0.14) 16.42 (0.14) 1.64 (0.01) 267 (6) 4.14 (0.05) 364 (7) 4.46 (0.11)

5751016.87 (0.14) 17.69 (0.14) 1.36 (0.01) 280 (6) 3.97 (0.03) 426 (8) 4.56 (0.11)

5892019.32 (0.14) 20.41 (0.14) 1.39 (0.01) 388 (6) 4.20 (0.03) 583 (10) 4.78 (0.11)

5892221.94 (0.14) 23.20 (0.14) 1.67 (0.01) 585 (9) 4.78 (0.05) 784 (12) 5.19 (0.11)

Table 4.2: Results for reshocked CO2. Experimental observables are the shock velocity in

the CO2 and quartz window on either side of their interface (US,CO2 and US,Q ). The initial

density in the CO2 is given by ρ0,CO2 . The pressure and density in the CO2 immediately before

the shock enters the quartz window are given by P1 and ρ1. The pressure and density in the

reshocked CO2 are given by PR and ρR.

(4.2) ρR =
ρCO2(PQ − PCO2)

PQ − PCO2 − ρCO2(UP,Q −UP,CO2)2
.

The present work measured four reshock states in CO2, which are summarized in Table 4.2.

The reshock results from this work and from Ref. [90] are summarized in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The

experimental observables US,CO2 and US,Q are plotted in Fig. 4.5 along with LEOS curves [118]

based on intersection of the modeled reshock with the experimental quartz Hugoniot [10, 25].

This work shows strong agreement with LEOS, as does most of the data from Ref. [90].

Figure 4.6(a) represents the reshock data in the pressure-density plane. The pressure along a

reshock curve is related to the pressure on the Hugoniot at the same specific volume V (inverse

of density, ρ) by assuming a constant Γ equation of state [72]:

(4.3) PR =
V
Γ PH + 1

2(P1 − PH)(V0 −V)
V
Γ −

1
2(V1 −V)

.

where V0 is the initial specific volume (1/ρ0); PR is the pressure on the reshock curve at

volume V from initial state P1,V1 on the principal Hugoniot; PH is the pressure on the prin-

cipal Hugoniot at volume V; and Γ is the Grüneisen parameter. Because the single-shock and

reshocked state of CO2 were determined with impedance matching, Eq. 4.3 serves as an inde-

pendent way to determine Γ, plotted in Fig. 4.7(a) (points). The uncertainty in Γ represents
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how much Γ can vary and still yield the measured reshocked state in the CO2 within the error

bar. The results are consistent with those obtained from a difference method applied to the

CO2 single-shock equation-of-state [Fig. 4.7(a) solid line], but PR in Eq. 4.3 does not provide

strong constraints on Γ given present uncertainties in the measured density of reshocked CO2.

Reshock curves for the best value of Γ are plotted in Fig. 4.6 (dotted).

There are three pairs of data points in Fig. 4.6(a) that reach the same pressure-density state

following different thermodynamic paths. As shown in Fig. 4.6(b), when plotted as internal

energy versus density, those points no longer overlap, implying that the states are at different

temperatures. Internal energy was determined from the Rankine–Hugoniot condition for con-

servation of energy. To account for the different initial energy (E0) arising from different initial

conditions, the initial energy for initially liquid points [blue and green in Fig. 4.6(b)] was taken

from Ref. [99] [–421 J/g for initially 220 K and 1.167 g/cm3 (blue) and –393 J/g for initially

295 K and 1.39 g/cm3 (green)]. The initial energy in the initially solid (orange) points was then

found by shifting from the initially liquid (green) points on a 295 K isotherm by integrating

the pressure–volume curves from Refs. [42] and [41], and adding the latent heat of fusion from

Ref. [1], to yield –552 J/g for initially 295 K and 1.67 g/cm3. In all cases, the initial internal

energy of the CO2 was approximately 50% of the error bar of the final shocked internal energy.

Because Eq. 4.3 relates pressure on the Hugoniot to pressure on the reshock curve at the

same volume, the model fails beyond maximum compression of the principal Hugoniot. For

this reason, Eq. 4.3 cannot be used to determine Γ from the reshock data in Ref. [90]. There

are reshock data reported on CO2 in Ref. [92] from aluminum and stainless-steel anvils, but the

data have significant scatter and no reported uncertainty, so were not included here.

4.6 Gruneisen parameter and sound speed results

Variation in initial density was leveraged to measure multiple Hugoniot curves, from which

derivative quantities were probed using a difference method [53]. The Grüneisen parameter

Γ = V ∂P
∂E |V was determined from the mechanical equation-of-state given by Eq. 4.1 and a dif-

ference method between three pairs of initial densities: 1.17 and 1.4 g/cm3; 1.17 and 1.7 g/cm3;

and 1.4 and 1.7 g/cm3 Hugoniots. The Grüneisen parameter shows little dependence on initial
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density; all three difference method pairs yield the same result within 10%. The averaged result

is plotted in Fig. 4.7(a) with a 1-σ confidence interval based on the uncertainty in the US–UP

fit. Additionally plotted are predictions of Γ from tabular equations-of-state SESAME 5212 and

LEOS 2274 [118]. Theoretical Γ is systematically higher than the experimental result, but all

curves tend to the ideal gas limit of 2/3.

The Eulerian sound speed can be directly calculated from the measured Hugoniot and

Grüneisen parameter Γ with [73]:

(4.4) C2
s = V2

( Γ

2V

[
PH +

dP

dV
|H(V0 −V)

]
− dP

dV
|H
)
.

Cs was calculated from Eqs. 4.1 and 4.4 for three different initial densities: 1.17 g/cm3,

1.4 g/cm3, and 1.7 g/cm3. The sound speed on the Hugoniot from each initial density differed

by less than 3%, showing even less dependence on initial density than the Grüneisen parameter.

The averaged result is plotted in Fig. 4.7(b) with a 1-σ confidence interval propogated from the

uncertainty in the parameters in Eq. 4.1 and the uncertainty in Γ with a 100,000 trial Monte

Carlo method. SESAME 5212, a single-phase equation-of-state, underpredicts the sound speed

of shocked CO2, but LEOS 2274 [118] shows excellent agreement with our experimental data.

This is expected given the good agreement between LEOS 2274 [118] and our Hugoniot data.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The Grüneisen parameter Γ in shocked CO2. This work (solid line) calculated

Γ from Eq. 4.1 using a difference method between Hugoniots of different initial densities. The-

oretical curves LEOS [118] (dashed line) and SESAME (dotted line) reasonably represent this

experimental work. Also plotted (points) is Γ as determined from the reshock model in Eq. 4.3.

(b) Sound speed of shocked CO2. This work (solid line) calculates sound speed from Eq. 4.4

and Γ. LEOS [118] (dashed line) shows excellent agreement with these results, while SESAME

(dotted line) underpredicts the sound speed.
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4.7 Temperature and transport results

Figure 4.8(a) shows the average temperature for initially 1.4 g/cm3 CO2 (solid green) and

1.7 g/cm3 CO2 (solid red); the uncertainty in both temperature and reflectivity was defined

as the standard deviation in individual shock velocity bins (75 total bins).

The shock reflectivity at 532 nm, deduced from the VISAR amplitude and intensity as ref-

erenced to the known reflectivity of the quartz standard [10, 53], is inset in Fig. 4.8(a). The

reflectivity rises steeply from a few percent at 100 GPa to saturation at 32% above 200 GPa,

lower than the theory-predicted saturation of 40% [5] (open black circles). The steep rise is

a result of the insulator-to-conductor transition driven by increasing pressure and temperature.

Previous theoretical work predicted the onset of metallization to occur as low as 20 GPa [115].

We propose that metallization begins in Fluid-III, above 100 GPa on the Hugoniot. A multi-

phase fluid regime is constructed in Fig. 4.8(a) based on trends in the shock velocity of CO2

in conjunction with theoretical calculations from Ref. [6] that predict a four-fluid system. The

predicted boundaries of these fluids were adjusted to be consistent with the observed data.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Red and green solid lines are average decaying-shock temperature versus pres-

sure for the present study, with shading representing random uncertainty and the color specifiy-

ing initial denisty (color bar). Dotted–dashed lines are from theory [5]. Solid black lines are

measured phase boundaries [21, 65], and the dotted black line is a calculated continuation of

the melt curve [107]. Shaded regions indicate phases as described in the text. Inset: Average

reflectivity at 532 nm versus pressure for the decaying shocks. The shock velocity axis (top)

is mapped from the pressure axis (bottom) using Eq. 4.1 for ρ0 = 1.4 g/cm3 and the Rankine–

Hugoniot conditions. The solid black line is a Hill fit to all of the reflectivity versus shock veloc-

ity data. DFT (open circles connected by a dashed line) [5] predicts a lower-pressure threshold

for the insulating-to-conducting transition and higher reflectivity upon saturation. (b) The dc

conductivity for these data is inferred from our measured reflectivites by a Smith-Drude model

with c=0 (solid) and c=-0.5 (dotted). Additionally plotted is the DFT–predicted conductivity of

CO2 (black open circles) [5]. (c) Green (red) is isochoric specific heat (cv) determined from the

slope of the Hugoniot with initial density 1.4 (1.7) g/cm3, and black is cv as determined from a

difference method between the two Hugoniots. Shading represents a 1σ confidence interval.

We infer the dc electrical conductivity plotted in Fig. 4.8(b) from a Smith-Drude model.

This modification to the Drude free-electron model employs a backscattering parameter c to

capture non-Drude-like reductions in electron velocity [75, 95]. The electron density is defined
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as ne=zni, and the ionization z is varied until the model yields the measured reflectivity. Using

the Fresnel reflectivity and a minimum scattering time from the Ioffe Regel limit [14, 52, 82],

the dc conductivity saturates to 2500 Ω−1cm−1 and the inferred carrier density tends toward

0.3 e-/atom of atomic CO2 for minimum backscattering (c=0) . Ionization tends to unity and dc

conductivity saturates to 3500 Ω−1cm−1 for moderate backscattering of c=-0.5. We assume the

scattering to be from fully dissociated CO2 in the model; if molecular CO2 was the cause of the

scattering, the dc conductivity would decrease by approximately 250 Ω−1cm−1. We predict that

at a higher temperature, the reflectivity and conductivity would experience another rise as we

reach a regime in which additional charge carriers contribute to the conductivity. This behavior

will lead to some eventual saturation until the carriers are no longer degenerate.

The range of initial densities provides Hugoniots for both initially solid and liquid CO2 and

facilitates calculations of thermodynamic derivatives using both a slope method and a difference

method at a constant volume [53]. From the mechanical equation of state given by Eq. (4.1),

we calculated the average CO2 Gruneisen parameter over the pressure range studied to be Γ =

V ∂P
∂E |V = 0.63 ± 0.04. This value is close to that found both experimentally and theoretically

for SiO2 at 1 TPa and 60,000 K [53, 56].

Simultaneous temperature measurements allow one to calculate the isochoric specific heat

cv = ∂E
∂T |V . The slope method [53] allows for calculation of the specific heat along the Hugo-

niot of initially liquid (green, ρ0 = 1.4 g/cm3) and initially solid (red, ρ0 = 1.7 g/cm3) CO2. As

plotted in Fig. 4.8(c), the specific heat is steadily increasing from 200 GPa to 1 TPa for both ini-

tially liquid and solid CO2. The difference method (black), independent from the slope method,

corroborates the trend of increasing specific heat. Uncertainties in thermodynamic derivatives

were propagated from the uncertainties in pressure, density, internal energy, and temperature

using a 100,000 trial Monte Carlo method. Increasing specific heat indicates increasing de-

grees of freedom with increasing temperature in the fluid; because reflectivity is constant above

200 GPa, the increasing degrees of freedom is not due to a rapidly rising carrier density. We

therefore conclude that the electrically conducting Fluid-III phase consists of a moderately ion-

ized and bonded species of increasing chemical complexity, rather than a simple atomic fluid

undergoing increasing ionization.
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5 Double shocks on planar targets:

Magnesium Oxide

The work in this section has been published in Ref. [48].

Constraining the melting behavior of magnesium oxide, a major constituent of gaseous

and rocky planets, is key to benchmarking their evolutionary models. Using a double-shock

technique, MgO melt curve measurements are extended to 2 TPa; this is twice the pressure

achieved by previous melting experiments on any material. A temperature plateau is observed

between 1218 and 1950 GPa in the second shock states, which is attributed to latent heat of

melting. At 1950 GPa, the measured melting temperature is 17,600 K, 17% lower than recent

theoretical predictions. The melting curve is steeper than that of MgSiO3, indicating that MgO

is likely solid in the interior of Saturn-sized gas giants and extra-solar super-Earth planets.

5.1 Experimental Setup

These experiments were performed on the OMEGA EP Laser System at the Laboratory for

Laser Energetics in Rochester, NY [77]. Targets consisted of a 20-µm-thick CH polystyrene

ablator, a 50-µm-thick α-quartz pusher, and a 100- or 200-µm-thick single-crystal < 100 >

MgO sample. All pieces were laterally 3-mm squares. The target components were held to-

gether with 1–3 µm of low-viscosity epoxy. The quartz pusher served to produce steady shocks

in the MgO sample and as a temperature/reflectivity reference [10, 53]. The MgO was coated

on the VISAR side with MgF2 to serve as an anti-reflection layer. The VISAR probe beam is

532-nm, and the refractive index of MgF2 at 532-nm is 1.38 [26]. The wavelength of the VISAR
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probe in the MgF2 is 385.5-nm; destructive interference occurs for a coating thickness of λ/4,

or 96-nm. An ideal Rayleigh film anti-reflective coating for MgO, which has a refractive index

nMgO = 1.74 at 532 nm, would have a refractive index of
√

1.74 = 1.32. MgF2 is a suitable

anti-reflective coating for MgO in these experiments.

Two successive shock waves were launched into the sample with a dual laser pulse through

ablation of the CH. A laser pulse from an experiment and a schematic of the target stack are

depicted in Fig. 5.1 (a). The first shock was produced with 400 J in a single laser beam with a

6- or 4-ns flattop pulse (0.067 TW or 0.1 TW); the second shock was produced with a net 1500

to 6400 J in one to three beams with a 2-ns flattop pulse (0.75 to 3.2 TW). Distributed phase

plates were used to create a spatially uniform irradiance profile with a 95% encircled energy

spot diameter of 1100 µm.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Left: The laser pulse on shot 28954. Right: A schematic of the target design. (b)

A Lagrangian x–t diagram displaying pressure contours from a hydrodynamic simulation of the

laser pulse and target in (a). (c) The raw pyrometer image from shot 28954 with the intensity

over-plotted in blue. (d) The raw velocimeter image from shot 28954 with the extracted velocity

over-plotted in red. The enumerated events in (b), (c), and (d) are described in the text.

The time-resolved diagnostics included an SOP (streaked optical pyrometer) [80] and a

dual-channel line-imaging VISAR (velocity interferometer system for any reflector) [13]. The

SOP measured self-emission throughout the experiment in the range of 590 to 750 nm with a

peak system response at 609 nm. The VISAR measured the velocity of reflecting interfaces or

shock fronts with a 532-nm probe beam; the amplitude of the VISAR signal was used to deter-
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mine reflectivity at 532 nm. Both VISAR and SOP have a field of view of 1-mm. Figure 5.1 (b)

is a Lagrangian x–t diagram with pressure contours from a LILAC hydrodynamic simulation

of an experiment [24]. Figure 5.1 (c) is an SOP image from an experiment with the raw inten-

sity versus time over-plotted in blue; Fig. 5.1 (d) is the corresponding streaked VISAR image

for that experiment with the extracted velocity versus time profile throughout the experiment

over-plotted in red.

A sequence of events was observed in a single experiment, as enumerated in Figs. 5.1 (b)–

(d). In region (0), the first laser pulse is launched, inducing the first shock in CH. A drop in

the reflectivity is observed in VISAR, and emission from the CH ablator is measured with SOP.

The CH ahead of the shock is photoionized and absorbs the VISAR probe. The self-emission

escapes and is detected. In region (1), the first shock enters the quartz pusher; shock velocity

and emission from the shock front in quartz are measured, because the quartz ahead of the shock

remains transparent.

In region (2), the first shock has been transmitted into the MgO sample. When the shock

passes from the quartz into the higher-impedance MgO, a reshock is launched back into the

quartz [72]. The emission from the reshocked quartz is absorbed by the shocked glue layer

between the quartz and the MgO. The emission of the first shock in MgO is too low to observe

with SOP; low signal of approximatly 50 analog-to-digital units measured with SOP in region

(2) is attributed to the shocked glue, described in Section 5.1.1. The quartz–MgO interface ve-

locity is measured behind the optically transparent first shock front with VISAR; the refractive

index correction and possible effects of first-shock absorption are discussed in sections 5.1.2

and 5.1.3. The first shocks in the present work range from 157 to 253 GPa. The B1 phase of

MgO is experimentally shown to be stable to at least 360 GPa on the principal Hugoniot [74],

which is consistent with recent theory [96]. Additionally, above 97 GPa, the elastic precursor of

MgO is overdriven [38]. Therefore, the first shocks in this work exhibit no multi-wave structure.

Because the first shock in the MgO is temporally steady, the measured quartz–MgO inter-

face velocity is equal to the particle velocity (Up1) of the MgO behind the first shock front which

lies on the principal Hugoniot. The pressure, density, and temperature of the B1-phase princi-

pal Hugoniot have been measured previously [38, 91, 105, 111, 123]. The first shock velocity

was determined from Up1 with the optimized linear shock velocity versus particle velocity fit
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in Ref. [91], and the pressure, density, and internal energy of the first shock were inferred from

the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across a

shock front [120]. The first shock temperature was taken from the measured first shock pres-

sure and the density functional theory pressure-temperature Hugoniot in Ref. [91], which shows

excellent agreement with existing MgO B1 Hugoniot temperature data [105].

In region (3), the second shock has entered the MgO sample. Transit time measurements

were used to determine the average velocity of the second shock wave because the second shock

was not reflective enough to be directly measured with VISAR, as seen in Fig. 5.1 (d), region

(3). The second shock pressure, density, and internal energy are obtained by self-impedance

matching at the point of shock coalescence at the onset of region (4) [45]. The in-flight emis-

sion from the second shock in MgO is measured with SOP through the transparent first shock

[Fig. 5.1 (c), region (3)]. A brightness temperature was inferred from this measured emission by

referencing to the emission from the quartz, which has been characterized previously [10, 53].

The brightness temperature was corrected for the reflectivity of the second shock in a grey-body

model. The reflectivity of the coalesced shock served as an upper bound for the reflectivity of

the second shocks; this is included in the error bars of the temperature.

In region (4), the two shocks have coalesced into a single decaying shock moving through

ambient MgO. This coalesced shock wave resides on the principal Hugoniot in the liquid regime

of MgO, which has been previously measured [9, 70, 74, 83, 91]. The velocity of the coalesced

shock wave was measured with VISAR and corrected for the refractive index of ambient MgO

at 532 nm, n = 1.743 [101]. The corresponding particle velocity was determined from the lin-

ear shock velocity versus particle velocity fit in Ref. [70]. The pressure, density, and internal

energy are inferred from the Rankine–Hugoniot conservation relations [120]. The reflectivity

of the coalesced shock is measured with VISAR and referenced to the known quartz Hugoniot

reflectivity [10, 53]. The temperature of the coalesced shock is determined from the measured

SOP emission and VISAR reflectivity, and referenced to the known quartz Hugoniot tempera-

ture [10, 53]. At event (5), the coalesced shock wave breaks out of the MgO into vacuum.

Coalesced shock pressures in the present work range from 1080 to 1989 GPa and the cor-

responding second shock pressures determined from self-impedance matching are 7 to 11%

higher than the coalesced shocks, ranging from 1170 to 2109 GPa. An uncertainty of 4–6% in
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Shot Up1(km/s) P1(GPa) UsC(km/s) PC(GPa) Us2(km/s) P2(GPa) ρ2(g/cm3) T2(1000 K)

297515.12 (0.12) 247 (7) 23.18 (0.14) 1080 (20) 27.15 (0.8) 1170 (41) 8.65 (0.3) 12.9 (1.2)

297494.98 (0.12) 237 (7) 23.72 (0.14) 1142 (21) 26.58 (1.1) 1218 (39) 9.13 (0.4) 14.7 (1.3)

289545.21 (0.12) 253 (7) 25.39 (0.14) 1344 (23) 28.38 (0.7) 1449 (37) 9.53 (0.3) 15.1 (1.2)

303073.76 (0.12) 157 (6) 28.47 (0.14) 1761 (28) 31.01 (1.7) 1950 (87) 9.94 (1.0) 17.6 (1.7)

303064.02 (0.12) 173 (6) 30.01 (0.14) 1989 (31) 30.00 (1.5) 2109 (74) 11.84 (1.2) 26.2 (3.4)

Table 5.1: Equation-of-state results for double-shocked MgO. Up1 is the steady first shock

particle velocity. Us2 and UsC are the second shock velocity and coalesced shock velocity at the

self-impedance match [45] point (the point of shock coalescence). The first shock pressure P1

and coalesced shock pressure PC are determined from previous results [70, 91], and the second

shock pressure P2 and density ρ2 are obtained by self-impedance matching. The second shock

temperature is measured with an optical pyrometer. All velocities are given in the lab frame.

the second shock velocity resulting from transit time measurements, propagated with a 100,000

trial Monte Carlo method, led to uncertainties in the second shock density reaching 14% but

only 5% in pressure; this comes directly from the Rankine–Hugoniot conservation relations for

mass and momentum. Equation of state results are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.1.1 Shocked glue

This section describes the effect of the shocked glue layer between the quartz pusher and MgO

sample.

In region 1 of Fig. 5.1 (c), the emission from the quartz is measured. In region 2, the emis-

sion drops suddenly at the quartz-MgO interface. However, a re-shock into the quartz would be

expected at the quartz-MgO interface, and the observed temperature drop is not consistent with

the emission from doubly shocked quartz. LILAC simulations reveal that the shocked glue is

likely absorbing the emission from the doubly shocked quartz.

Fig. 5.2 (a) is a LILAC [24] 1-D hydrodynamic simulation of one of the experiments. The

first shock enters the quartz at 2 ns, and the MgO at 5 ns. The second shock enters the quartz

at 7 ns, and the MgO at 8 ns. The shocks coalesce in the MgO at 9 ns. The blue line tracks
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the leading shock front throughout the experiment. White dotted lines denote the boundaries

between quartz and glue, and glue and MgO. A red horizontal line is plotted through the quartz,

10 zones behind the glue. A pink line is plotted in the glue between the quartz and MgO. And

finally, an orange line is plotted 10 zones into the MgO. The corresponding temperatures of

the leading shock front, and of the quartz, glue, and MgO Lagrangian elements are plotted in

Fig. 5.2 (b). Note that at 5 ns, the leading shock leaves the quartz, and the red line represents

the temperature of the re-shocked quartz. The blue line and the orange line, at about 5.3 ns,

show the temperature of the leading shock front in the MgO and the temperature of the MgO at

the glue/MgO boundary; they agree as expected because the first shock in the MgO is steady.

Also note that the shocked glue is hotter than the MgO. For this reason, the drop in measured

emission at the region (2) boundary is attributed to the shocked glue absorbing the emission

from re-shocked quartz, and any low counts we measure in SOP are a consequence of emission

from the shocked glue.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Lagragian temperature plot from a LILAC 1-D hydrodynamic simulation [24].

White dotted lines denote the boundaries between quartz and glue, and glue and MgO. A red

horizontal line is plotted through the quartz, 10 zones behind the glue. A pink line is plotted in

the glue between the quartz and MgO. An orange line is plotted 10 zones into the MgO. The

blue line tracks the leading shock front. (b) Corresponding temperature versus time lineouts.

5.1.2 Refractive index correction for the first shock particle velocity

The apparent quartz–MgO interface velocity measured with VISAR, Ua1, was corrected for

the index of refraction of MgO at the VISAR probe wavelength of 532 nm. Shocked refractive

index data on MgO extend to 23 GPa at 532 nm [103] and to 226 GPa at 1550 nm [38], and both

sets of data display linear behavior with density. Because the linear behavior of refractive index
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with density at 1550 nm continues to 226 GPa, it is assumed that the 532 nm data will as well.

A modified Gladstone–Dale equation of the form n = a + b ρ (with the ambient constraint that at

ρ = 3.58 g/cm3, n = 1.743 [101]) yields a = 1.989 ± 0.001 and b = –0.06872 ± 0.0004 cm3/g

for the 532 nm data. The true first shock particle velocity Up1 is inferred from the apparent

interface velocity by Ua1 = aUp1 [49, 112].

5.1.3 Possible effects of first shock absorption

If the singly shocked MgO were strongly absorbing, the true second shock emission (I0) would

be attenuated by Beer–Lambert exponential decay given by Im(x) = I0e−αx, where Im is the

measured emission, α is the absorption factor of the singly shocked MgO, and x is the thickness

of singly shocked MgO through which the second shock emission is measured. Absorption

factor α does not vary with x because the first shock is steady, but x varies with time as the

thickness of singly shocked MgO decreases with the second shock transit. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 5.1 (b). Studies of the absorption behavior of shocked MgO at 69.4 [62] and 140.3 GPa 1

demonstrate an absorption factor of 5.3 and 41.8 cm−1, respectively, at 609 nm, the peak wave-

length of the SOP system response. First-principles calculations of the optical properties of

shocked MgO predict that the crystal will remain transparent to at least 100 GPa; those authors

attribute the experimentally demonstrated absorption to imperfections in the MgO, specifically

doubly charged O vacancies [50]. Beer–Lambert exponential decay is not observed in the sec-

ond shock emission in these experiments [region (3) of Fig. 5.1 (c)]. For a 250-GPa first shock,

correcting the second shock temperature for a first shock absorption factor of 100 cm−1 in-

creases the measured temperature by less than 1%, while the temperature uncertainty is 8%. On

these micrometer scales, the absorption of singly-shocked MgO is therefore neglected.

5.2 Coalesced shock results

The reflectivity results for the coalesced shocks in this work are given in Fig. 5.3. The co-

alesced shock wave lies on the principal Hugoniot and confirms previous single-shock results

1Private conversations with D. E. Fratanduono
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from Refs. [9, 70, 74]. The decaying coalesced shock temperature results are plotted in Fig. 5.4.

The coalesced shock temperatures in this work are consistent with previous work up to approx-

imately 1750 GPa. Above this pressure, the temperatures in the present work are below that

from McCoy et. al [70]. The two highest pressure experiments from Ref. [70] are anomalously

hot; McCoy et al. rule out laser preheat based on simulations and no observed change in the

compressibility data. They attribute their high temperatures to an extrapolation of the quartz

temperature fit [53]. The present work and the work in Ref. [70] have similar target designs and

laser intensities, so preheat is also unlikely in the present work. However, the coalesced shock

temperatures in the present work were referenced to the first shock in quartz, which were low

enough velocity to require no extrapolation of the quartz temperature fit.

This work
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Figure 5.3: Reflectivity versus shock velocity. The reflectivity of the coalesced shocks in the

present work (solid black) confirm previous results (solid yellow [70], green [74], and red [9]).
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5.3 Second shock results and the MgO melt curve

The measured first (black open circles) and second (red open and closed circles) shock pressures

and temperatures are plotted in Fig. 5.5. At a phase boundary, a material’s Hugoniot is often

marked by a plateau or reduction in temperature with increasing pressure as thermal energy

contributes to a phase transition [59, 68]. This behavior has been observed in shock experi-

ments on diamond [33], SiO2 [53], and the principal Hugoniot of MgO [9, 74]. A temperature

increase in the second shock of only 3,000 K is observed from 1.2 to 2 TPa; above this pressure,

temperature rises rapidly. The three central second shock data points (closed red circles) are

interpreted to lie on the melt curve of MgO because they show a small temperature rise across

a large increase in shock pressure, which is attributed to the latent heat of MgO melting. These

experiments did not determine the structure of solid MgO, and no structural data exist at these

pressures. It is assumed that the MgO melts from B2 in these experiments because no other

solid phases are predicted above the B1-B2 transition.
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three central second shock states are interpreted to be on the melting curve of MgO due to

a lack of temperature increase across a large increase in pressure. Melting data from previ-

ous experiments are plotted with small circles circles [9, 28, 29, 74, 121, 122], and B1-B2

transition data are plotted with x’s [17, 74]. Dotted-dashed curves are previously predicted

phase boundaries [23, 74, 91, 96]. The solid blue curve is a prediction for the principal Hugo-

niot [79, 96, 97], and the solid red curve (interpolated with dashed red) is a prediction for the

second shock Hugoniot from 275 GPa [79, 96, 97]. The core–mantle boundary conditions are

plotted for Saturn [43] and 1–, 7.5–, and 15–Earth-mass (ME) super-Earths [113]. The solid

black curve is Simon-Glatzel fit (Eq. 5.1) to the melting data in this work and the melting data

from Refs. [28, 29], with grey shading representing the uncertainty in the fit parameters.
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A reflecting second shock was not measured in any of the experiments in this work, im-

plying that solid and fluid MgO reaching 2109 GPa and 26.2 kK is a poor conductor with a

reflectivity below approximately 5%. Below this threshold, the VISAR signal is expected to

be dominated by ghost reflections [81] originating at the motionless MgO-vacuum interface,

which have an intensity of 7% based on the refractive index of MgO. On the principal Hugoniot

of MgO at 26.2 kK (968 GPa), the reflectivity has been previously measured to be 8% [74].

We would expect to be able to measure a reflectivity at the 8% level. Further experiments on

the conductivity of fluid MgO on the second shock Hugoniot are necessary to resolve this open

question.

There currently exists significant discrepancy in where the principal Hugoniot of MgO

crosses the B1-B2 transition and the melt curve. A large temperature reversal at 470 (40) GPa

observed in decaying shock experiments [9] was attributed to MgO melting (blue circle). In

earlier, and nearly identical, decaying shock experiments [74], the observed temperature rever-

sal at 440 (80) GPa was attributed to the B1-B2 transition (green x), while a small slope change

in the Hugoniot at 650 (50) GPa was attributed to melting (green circle). Density functional

theory (DFT) methods (red dotted-dashed curves) predict a steep melting curve [91] consis-

tent with the interpretation of melt at 650 GPa [74]. However, the principal Hugoniot of MgO

crosses that DFT predicted B1-B2 transition at 300 GPa, while the experimentally observed

temperature reversal occurs closer to 450 GPa. Older first principles molecular dynamics stud-

ies [23] (pink dotted-dashed curve) predict a gentle melt slope consistent with the melting in-

terpretation at 470 GPa [9]. The most recent density functional molecular dynamic calcula-

tions [96] (purple dotted-dashed curves) predict that the principal Hugoniot crosses the melt

curve at 550 GPa—this is between the interpretation of melting pressure from both decaying

shock experiments [9, 74]. Furthermore, x-ray diffraction experiments on ramp compressed

MgO measure the B1-B2 phase transition at 582 (10) GPa [17] (orange x); this is higher pres-

sure than predicted by any model for the B1-B2 transition.

To capture the shape of the high pressure melt curve, we performed a fit to our data com-

bined with select lower-pressure anvil cell melting data [28, 29] with a Simon–Glatzel equation
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of the form:

(5.1) Tm[K] = 3098
(Pm[GPa]

a
+ 1
)1/b

where Tm and Pm are the temperature and pressure of the melt curve, and 3098 K is the

melting temperature of MgO at atmospheric pressure [29]. This empirical relation has been

used to describe the melting behavior of other oxides including SiO2 [81] and MgSiO3 [39].

The best fit parameters are given by a = 9.15± 2.23 GPa and b = 3.14± 0.19 with a covari-

ance of −0.39, determined from a non-linear least squares analysis. A previously published

melting curve of MgO [81] based on extrapolation of anvil cell and decaying shock melting

data [29, 74, 122] overestimates the melting temperature at 1950 GPa by 27%. The fit in Eq. 5.1

does not allow for a change in slope at the B1-B2-liquid triple point; the pressure and temper-

ature of the triple point have not been measured, and theoretical approaches disagree on its

location. The decaying shock melting data [9, 74] were not included in this fit because of the

disagreement in interpretation of experiments as discussed above. This simple fit was chosen

based on the discrepancy in the melting temperature of MgO on the principal Hugoniot. Fits

based on different interpretations of the previous decaying shock work [9, 74], and on different

predicted locations of the triple point, are discussed Section 5.3.1.

The melt curve in Eq. 5.1 is plotted in Fig. 5.5 (solid black) and shows strong agreement

with recent density functional theory [96] (dotted-dashed purple curve) up to 650 GPa be-

fore the curves diverge. Reference [96] overestimates the measured melting temperature at

1950 GPa by 17%. The highest-pressure second shock equation-of-state point in this work is

in the liquid regime of the 173 GPa secondary Hugoniot of MgO and shows general agreement

with First-Principles Equation of State simulations of secondary Hugoniots from similar initial

shock conditions (red curve) [79, 97]. The slope of the secondary Hugoniot as defined by the

two highest-pressure second shock points in this work is steeper than theoretical predictions.

The discrepancy between experiment and theory along the high-pressure melt curve could orig-

inate from the complex elastic and plastic responses of MgO during the shock/re-shock and

phase transformation processes, which have not been taken into account in the first principles

calculations. This warrants larger-scale non-equilibrium simulations and crystallographic diag-
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nostics to better understand such problems. The low-pressure second-shock data in this work

demonstrate that the double-shock technique is a valuable method for probing the behavior of

MgO in the solid phase at the temperatures and pressures directly relevant to the core–mantle

boundary of gas giants similar in size and composition to Saturn [43] and super-Earths in the

7.5 to 15–Earth-mass range [113].

5.3.1 Other melt curve fits
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Figure 5.6: Melting data (a/b), theoretical melt curves (a), and melt curve fits for MgO (b).

Melting data [9, 28, 29, 74] and triple point theory [91, 96] are given in the legend. Previous

predictions for the melt curve of MgO are plotted in (a) with dotted-dashed curves (red [91],

purple [96], green [74], and orange [23]). Solid curves in (b) are various Simon fits to the data

and calculations as described in the text.

Figure 5.6 illustrates various models for the MgO melt curve and the effects of different

assumptions in the fits to MgO data. The solid black curve in Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b) is the Simon-

Glatzel fit (Eq. 5.1) to our data and the Du and Lee [28] data, with the ambient pressure melting

temperature from Dubrovinsky and Saxena (3098 K) [29] as the reference pressure and temper-

ature. Fig. 5.6 (a) compares this fit to various predictions for the melting curve of MgO (dotted

dased curves, red [91], purple [96], green [74], and orange [23]), while Fig. 5.6 (b) compares

various experimental fits. The solid green curve is this same fit, but including the McWilliams

melting point [74]. The solid blue curve includes the Bolis [9] melting point rather than the

McWilliams. Both were not included in the same fit, as they are essentially different interpreta-
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tions of very similar data. Uncertainty in the fits is on the order of the error bar, similar to the

uncertainty band in Fig. 5.5, but are not shown here for clarity. These three Simon fits (black,

blue, and green) do agree within uncertainty.

Next, we allowed for a change in slope at the triple point. The triple point has not been

experimentally measured; we have chosen to fit to the triple point predicted by Root (orange

square) [91] and Soubiran (pink square) [96]. To force continuity, the Du and Lee [28] low pres-

sure melt data were fit to Eq. 5.1 with ambient pressure as reference. A solid lime green curve

is forced to cross the Root triple point, and a solid purple curve is forced to cross the Soubiran

triple point. These curves all agree at low pressure. The solid red curve and the solid pink curve

are a fit to our melting data and the Bolis melting point with the Root triple point and Soubi-

ran triple point, respectively, as the pressure/temperature reference. These fits force the liquid

phase to occupy more than 180◦ of the triple point angle and are therefore thermodynamically

inconsistent [116]. The solid orange curve and the solid cyan curve are fits to our melting data

and the McWilliams melting data using the Root triple point and Soubiran triple point, respec-

tively, as the pressure/temperature references. These curves are thermodynamically consistent,

and would indicate a significant slope change at the triple point. More experiments are needed

to further constrain the melting curve in the 0.5 TPa regime.
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6 Conclusions

By employing static and dynamic precompression techniques, a wide range of the phase dia-

gram of oxides CO2 and MgO was explored while still utilizing the convenience of shock wave

compression.

6.0.1 Carbon Dioxide

This work extends pressure and density measurements of the initially liquid and initially solid

CO2 Hugoniot to 1 TPa and provides the first temperature measurements of shocked CO2 to

93,000 K. A fluid phase diagram comprising at least three regimes is proposed to describe

all existing shocked CO2 data. Reflectivity and specific heat trends indicate that at pressures

reaching 1 TPa, CO2 is not likely a simple atomic fluid but instead a complex bonded and

partially ionized species. Additionally, information on the Grüneisen parameter, sound speed,

and reshock behavior of high-pressure shocked CO2 is presented. Four reshock states of CO2

are reported, and the effect of the Grüneisen parameter on the reshock curve is discussed. These

shocked CO2 data are well represented by LEOS [118]; this work does not support the extreme

curvature in compressibility modeled by DFT [5]. Notably, lower-pressure gas-gun data support

DFT over LEOS. An anomaly in the lower-pressure CO2 data is discussed, which has led to

disagreement among models. This complexity in the compressibility behavior of shocked CO2

warrants further study, since there is currently a gap between 71 and 189 GPa where no data exist

to constrain theory. This work provides significant new benchmarks for theoretical calculations

of fluids in the warm-dense-matter regime, demonstrates the rich behavior of nominally simple
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materials at high energy density, and invites further inquiry into the chemistry of warm dense

matter.

6.0.2 Magnesium Oxide

A key implication of our results is that pure MgO could exist as a solid at the pressure-

temperature conditions inside a Saturn-sized gas giant. As shown in Fig. 6.1, MgO has a steeper

melting curve than other abundant planetary materials including SiO2 [81], MgSiO3 [34, 39], di-

amond [33], Fe [63, 106], FeO [35, 36, 58], and H2O [82, 89]. However, mixing with other ma-

terials (e.g., MgO-FeO-SiO2) could depress the melting temperature and result in liquid MgO

mixtures inside planets [7]. MgO has a steeper melt curve than MgSiO3 above 150 GPa, indi-

cating that the pressure-induced dissociation of liquid MgSiO3 predicted to occur at 10,000 K

and 1 TPa [109] would likely result in a solid MgO layer inside Saturn-sized gas giants. Since

the solid B2-phase MgO is only weakly soluble in fluid hydrogen, Saturn’s core could have

remained stable throughout its evolution, i.e. not eroded, as is thought to be the case for larger

gas giants such as Jupiter [117].

The results of the current study are also relevant to rocky planet formation and evolution

processes. The extreme pressures and temperatures generated by giant impacts during terrestrial

planet formation can cause significant melting and mixing of MgO with metallic Fe [114].

Dissolution of Mg into Fe could have planet-scale consequences if transported to the cores of

terrestrial planets. MgO could exsolve from cores upon cooling, potentially providing enough

energy to power a geodynamo and generate a planetary magnetic field [2, 86]. Alternatively, if

metallic, MgO could remain dissolved in Fe cores resulting in a layered core structure [84].

To fully understand the diversity of planetary structures and processes, it is imperative to

further quantify the melting behavior of oxides and oxide mixtures to the extreme conditions of

the current study. An MgO-rich layer could strongly influence thermal convection in both gas

giants or super-Earths through enhancement of thermal conductivities [54]. MgO is known to

exist as a binary solution with FeO at conditions of Earth’s interior [28, 40]. The results of recent

laser-driven compression experiments suggest that ferropericlase (a solid solution composed

of MgO and FeO) could exist as a stable B2 structure above 530 GPa [18]. However, the
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purple [33]). SiO2: experiment and extrapolation (solid and dotted green [81]). MgSiO3: exper-

iment (solid blue [39]), theory (dotted-dashed blue [34]), and extrapolations (dotted blue). Fe:

experiment (solid orange [63]) and theory (dotted-dashed orange [106]). FeO: experiment (solid

yellow [35]), extrapolation (dotted yellow [36]), and theory (dotted-dashed yellow [58]). H2O

superionic melt: experiment (solid pink [82]) and theory (dotted-dashed pink [89]). The present

experimental work on MgO (solid black, extrapolated with dotted black) represents the highest

pressure to which a melt curve has ever been measured. The core–mantle boundary conditions

are plotted for Saturn [43] and 1–, 7.5–, and 15–Earth-mass (ME) super-Earths [113].
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melting behaviors of ferropericlase and FeO have been experimentally quantified only up to

120 GPa [40] and 77 GPa [35] respectively. Future experiments on MgO and FeO mixtures

will help elucidate the importance of these materials on melting, rheological, and transport

properties in the interiors of super-Earths and gas giants.

In summary, laser-driven double-shock compression is a valuable method for probing the

behavior of MgO in the solid phase at extreme conditions. The present work uses this technique

to extend the melting curve of MgO up to 2 TPa and 20,000 K, the highest pressures and temper-

atures to which any material’s melt curve has been probed experimentally. These measurements

allowed us to explore the state of the deep interiors of Saturn-sized gas giants and super-Earths.

The technique can be used to further quantify the melting behavior of other planetary materials

to further investigate the diversity of planetary structures. Additionally, the technique presented

in this work will lead to new advances in probing phase transitions of transparent materials up

to TPa pressures and significantly advance warm dense matter physics.
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